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The present work is the fruit of two years' research in 
semasiology. As a preparation for the particular problem, 
and indeed, before that problem had been chosen, the study 
was made which resulted in part one of the thesis. Such a 
study was necessary in order to determine which of the 
existing "systems" of semantics could be adopted. When I 
found Stern's Meaning and Change of Meaning, my problem be-
came simplified. Here was a man through whose eyes I could 
survey the field. The study took its departure from him, 
although my ultimate systematization displayed striking 
changes from his. 
Shortly after the selection of the prefix ent as a sub-
ject for the particular research, at the suggestion of Dr. 
J. L. Boysen, it became apparent that the problem was a 
worthy one, by reason of the variety of meanings which the 
prefix has had and the disagreement among authorities con-
cerning the causes of some of the developments. The thesis 
attempts to explain each change of meaning of the prefix in 
the most probable way. Among its original contributions are 
the departure from the meaning Opposition, traces of which 
surely remain in Gothic and probably in High German, and 
the analysis of the original meaning of some of the compounds. 
iv 
While fully conscious of the defects of the thesis--of 
all of them, I dare say--I am not ashamed of the work as a 
whole; I consider it a decent contribution to philology. I 
intend to do whatever is possible to efface its defects in 
future work, which may correct, complete, and cle.rify. With 
respect to the clarity, I hope to remove the possible re-
proach that I have written too much in the spirit of the strophe: 
Odi profanum volgus et arceo. 
Favete linguis: carmina non prius 
Audita Musarum sacerdos 
Virginibus puerisque canto. 
This thesis, of course, owes heavily to all my teachers 
in every field. First is Dr. Johannes Lassen Boysen, who has 
been my teacher in German, Gothic, and Germanic philology. He 
has patiently watched and helped my study. His scholarship and 
his own unimpaired originality of thought have made association 
with him a delight. 
Nor can I neglect the others: Dr. Lee M. Hollander, the 
first to teach me German, from whom also I had Middle High 
German and that splendid course in German literature; Dr. 
Morgan Callaway, Jr., who taught me the history of English and 
Middle English; Miss Lilia M. Casis, a.nether who gives meaning 
to the name of teacher; l'lr. Ernest J. Villavaso; Dr. Harry 
J. Leon, an encouraging friend since high school days; and 
still others. My full debt to them cannot be revealed here: 
it has too many sides. 
The first-fruits of my scholastic life are gathered. 
To the next harvest! 
Meredith Knox Gardner 
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Note: Many of the chapters are equipped at the head 
with outlines. 
PART ONE 




1. Justification of the Inolusion of This Part. 
2. Method. 
1. Justification of the Inclusion of This Part. 
It would be an extraordinary · thesis in botany indeed 
which should before treating its special topic expound a 
general theory of botany or even of one of the more general 
subdivisions of that science. That semasiology, or seman-
tics, is one of the more general subdivisions of linguistics 
is indubitable; and change of meaning is the larger part of 
semasiology as it is dealt with today. But this study pro-
poses to make use of a science, yet first to erect tentative-
ly the principles of that science as a working hypothesis. 
can the part contain the whole? How, then, resolve this 
paradox? 
Those principles must be erected because no one has yet 
erected them. Some of the mechanisms of meaning-change are 
beyond dispute, but no one has yet combined all the mecha-
nisms into a unitary system, theoretically and practically 
all-inclusive, and seen that system accepted by his fellow-
workers as the unassailable systematic expression of the 
raota in the case. 
2 
Part I ot this thesis is a contribution, partly eolec-
tic, partly original, owing much especially to Gustaf Stern, 
l 
whose Meaning~ Qhange 2! ?feaning presents, with a wealth 
Subsequent reference to "Stern" will be to this book. 
Complete bibliographical details concerning all books re-
ferred to will be given in the Bibliography. 
of exposition and illustration, a unitary theory of meaning 
and its change such as is aimed at here. 2 
2 
This essay will not touch on all subsidiary issues 
treated by Stern. To make this an exhaustive treatise of 
established principles of semasiology would swell these pages 
to encyclopaedic proportions; moreover, the mer~task of or-
ganizing all the facts would be in itself a work of weeks. 
In general, this essay will give (l) enough of the main 
theory to enable the reader to appreciate the various clas-
ses ot change-processes, and (2) points on which I disagree 
with Stern. Stern's book is the necessary supplement of 
this thesis. 
a. Method. 
First an attempt will be made to give the basis for the 
theory: a philosophy and psychology of language and mean-
ing. The situation of meaning will be analyzed into its 
elements. Then causes of change of meaning will be directly 
taken into consideration. 
Change will first be classified by cause and not by ef-
fect. That is, the various processes which result in change 
3 
will be distinguished and classified. It will later be 
shown that there is no simple correspondence between causes 
and etfeots. For an example of a classification ot change 
of meaning by effects, see the article by Dr. Elise Richter, 
"Die Rolle der Semantik in der historischen Grammatik," in 
Germanisch-romanische Monatsschrift, 2. jahrgang (1910), pp. 
231-243. 
causes will be classified primarily oy generalized pro-
aesses, and not by the occasions thereof. For example, the 
classification will not be primarily by cultural or geo-
graphical factors; such a classification would be of enor-
mous and unworkable complexity, and in our present state of 
knowledge is impossible. However, it is necessary to study 
these factors, to discover just how much they affeot trends, 
what processes are exempt from their influence, whether they 
explain apparent caprices in the expected operation of the 
processes, and how far they render semasiological changes 
more predictable. 
A matter more closely related to the general processes 
and, it may be, more susceptible of systematization, is the 
effect of the vocabulary as a whole on change in meaning: 
the effect of the existence of synonyms and of gaps in the 
vocabulary , ana the operation of semasiological perturbations 
in various parts of the vocabulary not immediately under 
consideration. 
The view-point will be that of the form, as undergoing 
changes of meaning, rather than of the meaning as acquiring 
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1. Questions to be Answered in This Chapter. 
Since this part of the present essay concerns change of 
meaning, it is natural to enquire whether we know what mean-
ing is. What things is it that mean? How do they mean? To 
know how things mean, must we not go deeper into the funda-
mental nature of these vehicles of meaning? For example, we 
say that words mean: we ought to know what a word is, in-
deed, what language is. 
What are the materials with whic~e shall deal? If our 
material is ~, how many aspects of their speaking activity 
need we consider? What peculiar complexities and tendencies 
of language must we bear in mind? What external physical 
forces affect our problem? 
2. Meaning in Terms of a Psychology of Language. 
This section is chiefly a olarification of terms. The 
terms used will be defined as they occur; but terms not pe-
culiar to semasiology are sometimes not defined, but merely 
italicized in the context. 
a. A First Restriction of the Term mean. -
There are three uses of the word mean which ought to be -
distinguished: We say that (l) discourse, or a part there-
of, means; (2) persons~; (3) situations mean something 
to some one. The third use is the one most foreign to our 
technical use of the word. In it, the direct object of the 
verb mean is a proposition (or sentence): that which is -
meant is implied or foreshadowed in the life of the person 
for whom it is meant. I shall employ technically the word 
signify for this use; so for meaning, significance, for ~ 
l!!!!, meaning, .!2_ ,B.! significant. 
The word ~ may be used in this discussion as in both 
examples (l) and ($) above without serious ambiguity. {A 
person means when he intends his signs to mean.) The pri-
mary use of the word shall be of discourse, linguistic 
signs, or language. 
It seems that there has been discussion about the na-
ture of meaning. There is a whole book, very readable and 
very sensible, which treats the subject, to wit, I!!,! meaning 
2!_ meanins by c. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards. That book did 
the aervioe of providing a stable terminology (which, how-
ever, I shall not adopt as a whole), and of showing clearly 
how the various elements of thought and speech are related. 
b. General Psychological Terms. 
First some of the terms used in describing the general 
3 
psychology or language should be gathered together. In 
3 
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Vocal, articulate language (and, by extension, lang-
uage in general) will frequently be referred to as speech 
(German die s~rache), which has the advantage of being a 
verbal deriva ive. Speech furnishes the corresponding verb, 
sleak, but tor an adjective wtfiiust have recourse to 
1 nguistio. 
this work, mental activities are treated materialistically, 
since science can treat only of occurrences in the material 
world. Recent investigators who have attempted to systema-
tize the observed phenomena of "mind" on a materialistic 
basis have, I believe, been successful in doing so. The ac-
ceptance of their systems is Justified by the law of parsi-
mony. 
For the purposes of this essay, then, man is a machine; 
that is, only the mechanical, material side of him, the 
body, will be considered. Mind must be a manifestation of 
~
the nervous system. The grosser objective manifestations 
find a simple form in stimuli and responses. (In the sub-
jective account of psychology, one describes such manifesta-
tions by terms related to perception an'1ill.) Some stimuli 
8 
cause action seeking a repetition of the stimulus concerned; 
objective terminology is drive. (The subjectivist speaks ot 
emotion, pleasure and pain, liking and disliking.) To ex-
plain the oondi tioning of responses, we suppose ·. the existence 
of some means of association. (In subjective psychology, one 
uses a number of terms for the result or conditioning: ~­
perception, reason, imagination, knowledge, belief, expecta-
tion.) Persistence of the effects of stimuli probably ex--
plains memory and learning. 
o. Speech as Meaningful Signs. 
Why do men speak? The general answer to this question 
must be the same as the answer to the question, "Why do or-
ganisms behave?" Why does a bottle machine make bottles? 
Why does a spring rebound? They do because they are con-
structed so that they do. Speech brings about results 
pleasureable in the long run; men are so constructed that 
they tend to repeat or practice acts which bring about 
pleasureable results; therefore do men practice speech. 
Yet the mechanistic explanation of speech cannot anni-
hilate the distinction between mean and signify. To refer 
back to the precision of the word~ on page· o, one must 
be warned against any line of reasoning such as the follow-
ing: Situations signify; words mean, because they are 
products of an intention to mean. But man is a part of 
nature, mechanically operating--his so-called intention is a 
sort of overgrown emotional reaction. A man talking is just 
a situation of nature, suoh as the waving of the grass in 
the wind. Hence, speech signifies only.--It should be re-
called that intention, whatever it is, is a perfectly defi-
nite difference between the grass-situation and the ma.n-
situation, and can serve as the basis of a criterion. 
The following diagram will illustrate the distinction 
made between ~ and signify: 
1. Speech: The ex-
pression, "It 
is going to rain,tt 
2. Sub-speech: An 
ominous oloud 
'It is going that it 
MEANS to rain;' and SIGNIFIES is going 
to rain. 
that it 
MEANS nothing, and SIGNIFIES is going 
to rain. 
Further distinction will be made later in this section and in 
section 3.a. 
For The expression etc. after ttl. Speeohtt in the dia-
gram above, we may substitute any~ intended to signify 
that it is going to rain, and we may say that that sign 
4 
means 'It is going to rain.' 
4 
In this essay meanings are uniformly enclosed in 
single quotation marks. 
Unintentional signs are not language. This should be 
borne in mind in dealing with the language of animals. But 
no distinction is here made based on degree of awareness of 
the effect of signs or their place in the universe. An ani-
mal with a rudimentary universe, such as a young infant, 
need know only a single desire, and nothing else in the 
10 
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world as we know it, to speak, or mean. 
Mere significances may give rise to meanings, as when 
a dog's bark, significant, among other things, of the pre-
sence of a dog, is made into the child's word bow-wow~ 
meaning 'dog'. So also choo-choo 'railway engine'. 
In both the word mean and the word signify, the nervous 
stimulation of a receptor is implied. In signification, the 
mental activity of this receptor is the only mental activity 
implied; in meaning, his mental activity is of equal impor-
tance with that of the sign-maker (speaker). But the speak-
er need not be aware of the receptor. 
In the mental development of an infant, I think we can 
theoretically distinguish the following stages, in all of 
Which the infant can mean: 
(1) The infant means, but no language has ever meant 
anything to the infant. 
(2) Language has meant something to the infant, but he 
does not know that his signs have had the same 
kind of effect on others. 
(3) The infant knows that his language has~he same kind 
of effect on others that language has on him. 
(This is the only stage at which words are picked 
up for the purposes of speech directly.) 
Another important remark concerning the use of the word 
~is necessary. Significance is indivisible; if it is 
not a complete proposition, it is nothing. Meaning,\on the 
other hand, can be divided up into elements. The elements 
themselves are non-significant, and do not become signifi-
cant exoept in combination. They way be said to be 
~ ', ) 
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associated with images, but not with propositions or impli-
6 
cations. 
These considerations might lead to a definition of the 
sentence, it it were not for the fact that probably some of 
the things which we have a right to call sentences signify 
nothing. 
Signs signify but need not mean; language means but 
need not signify. But when language is a sign (both means 
and signifies), it is only then complete and adapted to its 
primary function. 
Understanding all that precedes, one is ready to follow 
an analysis of meaning. Images, expectations, ideas, and 
the like will be included under a general term mental .22!!-
1!!!1· Meaning is going to have to do with mental content on 
the one hand and with discourse on the other. It will de-
note especially the property by which one passes from a 
piece of discourse to a mental content. The converse proce-
dure, passing from a mental content to discourse, is to be 
called expression, and viewed in this light, discourse is 
? 
called!!!. expression (concrete use). 
It will be quite indifferent whether meaning itself is 
applied to a mental content or to the relation (association) 
which it bears to the linguistic form. To be over-scrupu-
lous in matters of terminology is undesirable, although not, 
to be sure, in the same degree as carelessness in that 
respect. 
What is this passing from expression to mental content? 
The transition takes place through association. The 
12 
perception of the expression has been associated with the 
mental content concerned, by the conditioning of responses. 
For example, a person has formed the association between the 
perception of the word lemon and the image of a lemon, be-
cause the word has been presented in conjunction with some 
other stimulus (which already evoked that image) under the 
proper circumstances to produce conditioning. The other 
stimulus may have been direct perception of a real lemon, or 
perception of a picture of a lemon, or a word in another 
language already associated with the image. The speaker, 
being in stage (3) (see page 10), knows that lemon is a word 
and that it will have the same effect on others that it had 
on him. (This knowledge may, of course, be erroneous.) Un-
der such circumstances he is inclined to utter the word on 
occasion. As soon as a person perceives his own utterance, 
his original image becomes not only the exprimendum, but 
also the meaning thereof. (That is, the speaker is one of 
his own listeners.) 
The terminology now being clarified, it can be compared 
briefly with that of Ogden and Richards (in the work cited 
on page 6). These authors deal with a triad of elements: 
the symbol (word, phrase, etc.), the reference (thought), 
and the referent (thing in the real world). A reference 
refers to a referent; a symbol symbolizes a reference. Be-
tween the word and the referent there is a third "imputed" 
relation: the word (in this respect called a name) stands 
8 
tor a referent. 
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These terms are second-hand, through Stern. The Ogden-
Richards book was not available at the time this essay was 
written. 
I found that in semasiological theory the referent 
might as a rule be ignored. The Sprechlage (see below) 
sometimes takes its place. The reference is my mental~-
9 
tent; a symbol is an expression. 
Stern finds three determinants of meaning (pages 38-
45}: objective reference, subjective apprehension, and 
traditional range. His final definition of meaning {page 
45) is as follows: MThe meaning 2!, ~word -- in actual 
speech -- is identical with those elementi of the user's 
(speaker's or hearer's)--subiective aEprehenSfon of the 
referent denoted .!?z. the wor , which e apprehends as 
expressed by it.w This definition iS-acceptable. -iiut it 
employs the term referent. There is no exception to be tak-
en to Stern's careful use of this term (pages 38-41), out 
using it seems to lead him into the (to me) inappropriate 
primary division of the classes of change. (See chapter 
III here; Stern, page 175.) 
To recapitulate: An expression is associated with, 
that is, expresses, a mental content and is aaid to ~ 




3. Elements Important for Change of Meaning. 
By elements is meant 'facts, conditions, phenomena 
which contribute.' 
a. Significance; the Sprechlage; Motives. 
In the long discrimination of meaning and significance, 
14 
one important point was not mentioned, namely, that a~­
ins may be intrinsically ta.J.se, false to tact or to one's 
interests. The notion ot significance, on the other hand, 
is allied to that of oongruenoe with fact, subservience to 
truth. It a counsellor should tell a king, "The populace is 
content," the meaning of his words would be the opposite ot 
that ot the words, "The populace is restless." But, granted 
that the ciroumstanoes are the same, the significance of the 
situation which underlies the words is the same in either 
case. And the words themselves, whether true or false, have 
in either case a true significance. The significance in the 
case of the true words is thatfthe counsellor is trustworthy; 
in the case of the false words, that the counsellor is de-
ceptive and his counsel dangerous. 
Significance is a property peculiarly of situations. 
And significance, as a property of situations which call tor 
speech, has a definite influence on meaning. For, supposing 
a series of false meanings to be belied by experience, the 
significance of the situation would cause eventually, by a 
reconditioning of response, a change in meaning whereby the 
new meaning would be true to fact. 
I have invented a term for the speech-situation (or the 
possibility of future experience ofthe listener which should 
give the lie to false words): the Spreohlage (German, 
• speak-lay• ) • 
Needless to say, "t.i.le Spreohlae;e may work on the meaning 
15 
ot his words for the speaker, at the same time that, or even 
before, it works on their meaning for the listener. 
The Spreohlage may affect meaning whether falsity of 
the meaning intended is due to error or design. When the 
falsity is designed, we may speak of the effect or motives 
on meaning. 
Notice that the ettect of motives (or of other cause ot 
insignificant meaning) is not permanent on the meaning gene-
rally or typically caused by a given Sprechlase, but on the 
forms (words) which were at one time used in a given Sprech-
lage. Thus we have a progression: 
Spreohlage A' : that the populace is restless etc. 
Words A: ~The populace is restless." 
Words B • nThe populace is content.• 
(1) Old words A appropriate to Sprechlage A'. 
(2) New words B inappropriate\to Spreohlage A'. 
(3) New words B appropriate to Spreohlage A'; same 
meaning once possessed by old words A. 
In (3) we have returned to the meaning of (1). Change in 
the meaning typical of the situation is temporary. But the 
meaning of B has been changed for all time. The application 
of this principle will be seen in chapter III under "Incho-
ate Change: Quotidiation." 
b. Experience; Use. 
For the Spreohlage or underlying situation to have any 
etfeot upon meaning, the listener must experience the real 
situation. The more the experience, the richer the meaning, 
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the more circumstantial, and the more accurate. Ir the 
Spreohlage changes, the(ehange must be experienced, in order 
that the meaning be revised. Experience is an indispensable 
element in the process diagrammed above. 
An unused part of an experience (perception) or of an 
image is not part of the meaning. By £!.! I refer to signi-
ficance to the life of the individual. Insignificant (that 
is, vitally insignificant) details are not noticed or are 
forgotten. This is an important factor in the generaliza-
tion of terms, and in the matter of Sprachnot, Ambiguity, 
11 
Economy, and Cultural. Change (sections e-h). 
"Use" is even more pertinent to the matter of ~syn­
thesis", section d. 
o. Joint Contribution of Vehicles of Discourse. 
one must distinguiah between the meaning of communica-
tion as a whole (speech, discourse) and the meaning or sin-
gle vehicles of communication: tor example, words, gestures, 
12 
tone, figures of speech. For example, a word used ironic-
Observe that the divisionPf labor among the various 
words is not what is meant in this section. Obviously there 
is that in combinations of words which does not appear in the 
individual words. The individual words, by their generality, 
are of limited vividness, and their images must be fragments 
of the "real thing". Thus for~ I see a "typioal" king, 
nebulous, lilninteresting; for En~d I see a map and flashes 
or country lanes and thatched cottages; but the phrase the 
King or Engl.and is a man with definite features and foriii';-on 
a map-;-but with not a trace of lanes or cottages. Meaning is 
not the typical image (which, as Stern says~with abstracts is 
often quite irrelevant), nor is it a dictionary-abstraction; 
17 
but it is the total of associated images which might be 
called up at one time or another in context. This batallion 
of images may be epitomized by a "tag" (the typical or sym-
bolic image}, tied onto the series, which is called up by 
the word out of context, or in an abstract proposition. But 
the images themselves which make the meaning are infinite in 
number and are for the most part only potentialities. 
ally (with a falseir'eferent, let us say), has not changed its 
meaning. ~How not, since the 'referent' is different!" 
Simply beoause the words themselves are not the sole agencies 
producing the meaning: ~ oiroumstanoe 2! employing irony 
is an important agency. The "meaning" of that circumstance, 
plus the literal meaning of the words employed, gives just 
the meaning intended. "What," the reader asks, "is the 
•meaning' ot irony?" The answer is simple and irrefutable, 
being algebra. 
a • the literal meaning of the words 
employed; 
b • the total meaning intended; 
x : the meaning of the circumstance 
of employing irony. 
Then, a+ x • b, 
and x : b - a. 
or,~ might stand for the meaning of a wink, a leer, a 
pause, the raising of the voice, anything you please. 
Thus far, the words have not changed their meaning; but 
they will do so as soon as the other contributory elements 
are neglected. For the application or this principle, see 
chapter III under "Inchoate Change: Evan1tion of one of the 
Vehicles or Ciroumstauces of Expression." 
18 
d. Synthesis. 
This section bears a close relation to section b, on 
"use". The answer to the question, "What is a single no-
tion, a single atom of mental content?" depends upon signi-
13 
fioanoe and use. In DY image of ,lli King 2!_ Eng1and (toot-
3 
In any event, the term rntta will be introduced for a 
relative concept, synonymous w t egree .£!. synthesis. 
note 12, page 16), England had almost vanished. When I 
visualize the sentence The King .2f. .England!.! in Paris, 
England is not there overtly enough to be caught. But no 
matter what the locale, from the phrase the Queen 2!_ Zanzi-
bar I get a typical queen (African, to be sure) and a map of -
Zanzibar. Their propinquity represents, I suppose, the 2!_. 
How does synthesis affect meaning? If you cannot take 
your image of the King of England and sort the king of it 
trom the England of it, there has been a certain change in 
the mode of meaning. Then, in the loss of the assertiveness 
of the elements, the meaning becomes liable to a shift in 
focus of mental content or image. Suppose the focus in .!&!. 
Queen £!.. Engl.and shifts from queennese and Englishness to 
hats. Then these words will no longer mean 'the king's-wife 
pertaining to England,' but will mean 'the lady who wears 
those awful hats;' eventually~ queen-of-eng1and would mean 
,•a lady who wears awful hats• (shift of focus from partiou-




A Spraohnot is a speech-need; it arises when a culture 
4 
There is sometimes an impropriety about newly formed 
English compounds which constrains one to resort to German 
tor technical terms. 
or a craft has something new to talk about, or when an ambi-
guity arises {see t}. An inverse Sprachnot would occur when 
a culture or a craft lost something to talk about, or when a 
Craft vanished altogether, or when a superfluity of synonyms 
oame into being. The Sprachnot may be absolute, or it may 
be energetic, that is, arise from the exigencies of economy 
(see g). In the latter case, it is a need of a more wieldy 
expression, and is often symptomatic of a synthesis (seed}. 
Every language is adequate to the culture which fosters 
it. But as the culture grows and changes, its growing-pains 
are the dislocations and stretohings of the semasiologioal 
structure of the language. 
Sprachnot is dependent on significance. A culture in 
which the distinction of mother's brother and father's bro-
ther is important will have a word for each: thus, avuncu-
lus and patruus in Latin. When the significance is lost, a 
word may be lost: thus only avunculus survives (French 
oncle eto.}. 
t. Ambiguity. 
we can speak of tolerable ambiguities and of intolerable 
ambiguities. The latter indicate a Sprachnot. Chief among 
20 
them are cases in which a term special enough is lacking and 
a general term must be made to do duty for a special term. 
Thus, if for English colonists in America corn once meant 
•grain', the use or 1!.2!!! for~maize' was probably an ambigui-
ty of this sort. or the name of a species can be used tor a 
newly discovered species. If .22.!B. meant 'wheat' to the col-
onists, the ambiguity may have been of this type. 
The possibilities for change of meaning or remedial 
word-creation are obvious. 
g. Economy. 
The sparing ot effort pleases organisms; hence they 
tend to spare effort. Economy ia roughly proportional to 
unity (see foot-note 13, page 18): synthetic mental content 
tends to have more economical expression than analytic men-
tal content. And economy is also directly proportional to 
frequency. (See George Kingsley Zip!, Relative frequency aa 
.! determinant ~ phonetic change, 1929, ~olume 40 in Harvard 
studies !B. classical philology, and Selected studies E,!. .!.!!! 
principle 2! relative frequency in language, Harvard Univer-
sity Press, 1932.) 
e a energy 
!. : economy e 
s = degree of synthesis, unity 
t : frequency 
!. cc: ar 
e 
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h. Cultural Change. 
As new institutions, new relations, new plants, new 
animals, new climate, new inventions, new ouatoma appear, 
the language must name them and their concomitants. The new 
expressions may be creative original turnings of old expres-
sions, or they may be new combinations of expressions; they 
may undergo synthesis, shift of mental focus, abbreviation. 
In fact, the whole range of processes ot semasiological cre-
ation and change is available 1'or the adjustment of the 
language to the novelties. In the classification of the 
following chapter, these processes will be reviewed and the 
influence of the factors here treated realized. 
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CHAPTER III 
causes of Change of Meaning 
outline: 
1. Broad Principles of Classification. 
2. Creative Change. 
a. Analogy. 
i. Analogy Proper, or Stern's Correlative 
Analogy. 
ii. Analogy and Permutation. 
b. Sanctioned Aocipiends; i.e., Analogy on Great 
Groups. 
1. Intentional Transfer. 
11. The Use of Inventors' Names and Similar 
Phenomena. 
iii. Specialization-Partioularization; Unique 
Use. 
iv. Shortening: Clipping and omission. 
o. Contamination by the Sphere. 
d. Error. 
i. The Gross Error. 
ii. Inevitably Incomplete Induction, Indivi-
dual and National; Substitution. 
e. Phonetic Associative Interference. 
3. Inchoate Change or Adequation. 
a. Evanition ot One of the Vehicles or Circum-
stances of Expression. 
b. Q,uotidiation. 
o. Shif't of Mental Focus. 
i. Shift Attecting a Simplex. 
ii. Permutation: Shift Atteoting a Complex. 
l. Broad Principles of Classification. 
In this classifioation of causes otjohange of meaning, 
little attention will be given to pure creation of expres-
sions (not Neuwendung of expressions already possessing a 
proper meaning). If coinages\belong anywhere in the scheme, 
it is under "sanctioned aocipiends~, and one sub-class 
thereof oonoerns solely the formation of new expressions, 
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to wit, "shortening". 
The answer to the question, how many and what primary 
diYisions to have in the classifioation, did not come from 
~priori considerations, but the partioular primary division 
here adopted was seen early in m:y study. The fact that it 
seems to differ ao muoh from the primary division of Stern, 
which was really the starting-point of m:y study, calls for a 
rather extended comparison or the two divisions. 
The important question is, what differences between va-
rious processes observed are most significant. Stern rea-
sons as follows (Meaning~ Change 2!. Meaning, 7.31, page 
169): 
••• I have stated ••• that an actual meaning is 
adequately determined by three factors, the objective 
reference, the subjective apprehension and the tradi-
tional range; in other words, by its relations to the 
referent, the subject (speaker or hearer), and the 
word. I shall call them the referential, the subjec-
tive, and the verbal relations. I further stated that 
it two only of these factors are stable, while the 
third varies, the meaning varies with the third faotor. 
No tourth faotor could be found in verbal meaning. 
Stern's "three factors~ need not be disputed with4but the 
means by which he transmutes them into the three "relations" 
of a meaning looks like pure verbal trickery. For example, 
why the traditional range or a~ should be called a 
verbal relation of a meaning is not clear to one who looks 
beyond mere phraseology. When Stern sub-divides his "shift 
ot verbaJ.\relation", the classes strike one as being ill-
aasorted: analogy and shortening. Shortening does, indeed, 
involve a shift ot verbal relation, in that the word changes 
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torm while other elements or meaning remain stable, but what 
has this to do with traditional range? On the other hand, a 
shift of verbal relation is hard to discern in the operation 
ot analogy, while, if the traditional range or a word is 
through it affected, the same may be said ot all classes of 
change of meaning proper? 
The skeleton of Stern's definition of meaning is "The 
meaning ot a word ••• is identical with ••• elements of ••• sub-
jeotive apprehension." {Compare, in this essay, page 11, 
toot-note 7: "Meaning ••• is ••• mental content or ••• the rela-
tion which it bears to the linguistic form.") Yet subjec-
tive apprehension is one of the "relations" of meaning, 
which may "shift" as do the verbal relation and the referen-
tial relation. Can a single thing be both meaning and a 
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relation of meaning to the subject? 
My present personal judgment of Stern's work is as 
follows: His preparation for thepork was of the best, in-
volving thorough study and seeming comprehension of practic-
ally the entire literature of semasiology, as well as the 
attaining of competence iajthe field of psychology. His dis-
cussion of the elements of meaning, its psychology, and nu-
merous side-issues is clear and penetrating and would prob-
ably be agreed in by a majority of scholars. His conception 
of the processes actually involved in various classes or 
ohange of meaning is enlightened and, with a few exceptions, 
•orrect. 
The adverse criticisms I should make to his work are as 
tollows: (l} His psychology is not so narrowly neurological 
and objective as I should like, and the varieties of mental 
activities with which he deals exhibit too much heterogeneity. 
(2) He ranges figures of speech among changes of meaning. 
(3) In all of his work of systematization he seems weak: his 
first division is on a not very significant basis, and with-
in the divisions he groups classes which are neither closely 
related to each other nor adequately described by the title 
or the larger class. 
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These objections are not sufficient to discredit 
Stern's work. It may be assumed that, in general, any 
opinion or Stern's will be. mine also, the strictures above 
being kept in mind. 
Stern's olassification,from section 7.36, page 175, is 
given below. (Note that "Substitution" is also called a 
shift of referential relation.) 
A • .External Causes ••••••••••••••••••••••• Class!· Substitution. 
B. Linguistic Causes 
I. Shift of Verbal Relation ••••••••• a. 
b. 
Class II • .Analo,y. 
Class III. Shor ening. 
II. Shift of Referential Relation •••• a. Class IV:- Nomination. 
b. Class V: Transfer. 
III. Shift of Subjeotive Relation ••••• a. Class VI. Permutation. 
b. Class VII. Adequation. 
He gives on page 345 a partial oross-olassifioation, in the 
form of the following table: 
I n t e n t i o n al Unintentional 
I Intentional :1 Transfer Regular ~imi~u.~i li! ... I Figures of' Tran sf er 
~ , ~ Speech 0 
" I ~ c , -e . .. I Intentional :s 
£ -Tran sf er Permutation "-Other 0 and Reiations ~ ! Figures of Adequation 
Speech 
i 
In this essay, a different method of classification has 
been chosen. In the first place, a bifurcation seems to 
"cut cleaner" and to render the classification more clearly 
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inclusive. But the particular bifurcation here adopted was 
discovered empirically, not from any feeling that there 
ought to be such a division. Some cases of change were dis-
covered in which the new meaning appeared suddenly, without 
the necessity of a gradual process ot\coming tqbe, and others, 
characterized by a gradual process of this kind. These ob-
viously belonged to mutually exclusive and jointly inclusive 
classes, to wit, 
l. Change in which the new meaning is implied ab init1o 
in the series of uses which establishes it:" 
2. Change in which the new meaning is NOT implied ab 
initio in the series of uses which establisheS-it.16 
16 
Praotioally this cleavage turns out to correspond more 
or less to Stern's distinction of intentional changes (crea-
ti•e) and unintentional changes (inchoate). 
Changes or the first classfwere called "creative changes" 
(and this name is not intended to imply willful manipulation 
of language, but only just what is stated in the definition 
above). Those of the second class were called "inchoate 
changes"; Stern's term adequation (a favorite also of stook-
lein) can be used without violence for this entire olass. 
As to the subdivision of these classes: The study took 
its departure from Stern and had throughout a Sternian bias. 
But as a consequence of some original doctrines, such as the 
doctrine that figures of speech do not involve a change ot 
meaning (see pages 16-17), some of Stern's explanations and 
classifications had to be abandoned. 
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It was found that all the oases ot the first class, 
creative change, fell into either of two groups, the "ana-
logy"-group and the ''error"-group. Into the former group 
were gathered most types of Stern's "analogy" and his 
"shortenings" and "nominations" (minus figures of speech). 
Into the latter were placed "substitution" and "phonetic 
associative interference" (a branch of Stern's "analogy") 
along with two original headings, "contamination by the 
sphere" and "the gross error" (see below). Inchoate change 
includes Stern's "adequation", "regular transfer", andttper-
mutation." This class may be characterized generally as a 
return to a "normal" or typical word-meaning-situation rela-
tion from a usage in which that relation had something ab-
normal or atypical about it. 
A detailed justification of the olassifioation here 
proposed and its relation to the classification or Stern will 
be tound in the remaining portion of this chapter. 
2. Creative Change. 
a. Analogy. 
In speech-activity, analogy is all-pervasive. If we 
frame an original sentence, we are guilty of proceeding by 
analogy. A Analogy plays so great a role in phonology and in 
syntax, that it is not surprising to find it playing a con-
siderable rSle also in semasiology. 
From section l it will be seen that Stern classifies 
analogy as one ot the two subdivisions ot his shift in verbal 
relation. 
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1. Analogy Proper, or Stern's Correlative Analogy. 
The following of analogies is evidence of $bstraction 
without reasoning in mental processes. Just as we can ac-
quire a general technique for a skill which takes many va-
rious and unexpected forms, we have the capacity of rilling 
out the unknown element in a proportion without ree.l.izing 
that it is a problem in proportion that we are solving. To 
make plain what is meant by abstraction in mental processes, 
the example oan be given of the analogical formation of an 
adverb in ll• A speaker is in the habit of using the adjec-
tive rapid, then turning around and, in another situation, 
using the adverb rapidly. But this habit must not be tied 
up with these particular words in describing the process 
which follows, but rather with the abstractions ADJECTIVE 
and ADJECTIVE-~ or, better, with the syntactical patterns 
in which these abstractions find place. Now, an entirely 
new adjective {tor example, the slang word dopey 'foolish') 
entera .the vocabulary and finds a place in the syntactic 
patterns: the habit comes into operation, and when the pat-
17 
tern calls tor a word like rapidly, dopily is used. 
7 
The abstraction spoken of does not, therefore, have an 
objective existence as in higher mental aotivit1• the speaker 
is unaware of it. The word names a mental phenomenon of ob-
scure neurological cause, irrelevant to the theory. 
In the example oited there is the creation of a form, 
but no semasiologieal change. Analogy changes meaning under 
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the following conditions: or a pair of words in some wise 
correlated, one has two meanings; the meaning of the other 
is correlated to one of these two. Subsequently the word 
With the single meaning acquires a second meaning correlated 
to the other meaning of the first word. 
Stern classifies analogy as follows {page 207): 
(l) Combinative analogy, consisting in the isolation and 
tresh combination of meanings, basic or relational. 
(2) Correlative analoft, consisting in the naming of a 
referent with a wordat is evoked owing to its seman-
tic correlation to another, known word, in the same, or 
in another language. 
(3) Phonetic interference, consisting in the semantic 
influence of one word on another, .owing to phonetic 
similarity. 
The first two classes are essentially the same thing, and 
the name correlative analogy is applicable to both; hence in 
this essay the term is generalized. Phonetic interference 
may be active in correlative analogy, but in abstracto it is 
not an analogical process at all (as Stern admits); hence it 
is here given a separate head (section e below). 





Within one language. 
Two languages involved (aense-loans). 
Single words, semantic similarity only. 
Single words, semantic and phonetic 
similarity. 
Phrases. 
Phonetic associative interference. 
Change of meaning, but not of referent. 
Change of both meaning and referent. 
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The action of analogy was compared above to the solution 
of problems in proportion. The essentials of these problems 
are two pairs of word-meaning complexes related as follows: 
Supposing~ and b to be two expressions, !! and B. to be two 
meanings, while .2. is a third meaning and.! an unknown (rath-









Of course, exaotly as with an analogical process 
which results in the emergence of a new form, the unknown 
term in the actual psyohologioal situation is the form, if 
we take the speaker's point-of-view. The proper diagram, 
then, is 
am - ao • 
-mi'"' - 'X!no 
m 
But aside from the fact that this scheme would cause the 
introduction of a term R_, which must then be proved to be 
equal to no/m, the scheme given in the text serves quite 
well for purposes of illustration and is an accurate formula 
for the working of analogy for the listener. 
Whatever is common to!! and.!! oan be cancelled out; thus, if 
m: qr and n : qa, then x : ro/a. ll m.: nq, x : qo. If 
n a mr, x : o/r. 










fast •firm' -- taste 'swiftly' fast 'x' 
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Correlative analogy 
Within one language 
red letter day 'saint's day in the calendar' 
black letter day 'non-saint's day' 
- red letter da{ •auspicious day' black le ter day 'x' 
Two languages involved (sense-loans) 
Single words, semantic similarity only 
levis 'not heavy' : 
ilght *not heavy' 
levis •not deep (so. sleep)' 
light ':x' 
Single words, semantic and phonetic similarity 
arriver •come ui' 
arrive 'come up - arriver 'attain success' arrive *x' 
Phrases: stern here places analogical changes 
in meaning which occurred at first in set 
phrases only, the word later being abstract-
ed and recombined. The analogy worked on 
the phrase, but the change was effected 
in the word, the other elements being 
analyzed as unchanged. 
For phonetic associative interference, see section e 
below. 
ii. Analogy and Permutation. 
Analogy can be a contributing factor to other causes of 
semasiologioal change. Permutation (section 3.o.ii below) 
is a sort of inchoate change in which a shift of mental 
focus in the image correspondin~o a word-complex is fol-
lowed by a re-analysis of the complex on lines quite dif-
ferent from those whioh characterized the original synthesis. 
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This re-analysis naturally often follows the lead or com-
plexes which bear a formal resemblance to the complex under-
going the change. 
b. Sanctioned Aooipiends; i.e. Analogy on Great Groups. 
It is a striking but easily verifiable fact that words 
may be used in new meanings without causing the least sur-
prise or resistance. The first man who spoke of doing .! 
Steve Brodie {'taking a dive, especially from a bridge or 
other high place to the water') did not have to trouble him-
self to explain to his listeners how it was that a personal 
name could denote an act such as a dive. People were pre-
pared tor such a sudden, creative use of a personal name, 
and had been prepared for centuries. There was a community 
sanction for such a use. We may look upon the use as ana-
logical: the entire body of word-meaning complexes correlat-
ed as these two (Steve Brodie 'a certain man' and Steve 
Brodie 'a famous aot performed by that man') furnished the 
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ratio for the proportion. 
Why "analogy on great groups"? Because in this type 
the plurality of the models is essential. 
Stern says (page 292): "Intentional naming and analogy 
here touch." With three substitutions, this statement can 
20 
be rendered more accurate: "Sanctioned accipiends and 
Accipiend means, of course, 'thing to be accepted'. 
analogy are the same thing." 
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For every sanctioned accipiend there was a "first case" 
or a group of "first cases", in which the secondary meaning 
was got by some process other than through a sanctioned ae-
oipiend. The secondary meaning may have been associated 
with the primary in these first cases through accident or 
through some non-semasiological development later obscured 
(as by phonological ohange); the development may have been 
irregular, a sort of tour de force; or these first cases may 
have come about through a regular process of semasiologioal 
21 
ohange such as are treated in this chapter. 
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A complete semasiologioal lexicon would give all 
cases of verbal relationship such as are here being treated, 
with dated examples, just as it would give examples of 
prefixes and suffixes. 
Perhaps the first analogue of ~ Steve Brodie was a tour 
de force or a foreign importation. It must have caused a 
great deal or astonishment, amusement, and aisapproval. But 
perhaps by its very shocking nature, its patness, ooncision, 
and originality, it won out. ttFirst ce.aes", of course, are 
commonly hid in antiquity. 
Sanctioned aocipiends have an easier time of it than 
oases of analogy suoh as are treated in eeotion a. Their 
acceptance is guaranteed, although their diffusion is not. 
It they are not needed or not liked, they die. 
The olass includes oases belonging according to stern 
under "shortening" and "nomination," with some oases of 
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"specialization" and "particularization (unique use)" which 
he plaoes under adequation. To determine whether a special-
ization or particularization really belongs with adequation 
or whether with sanctioned accipiends, it is necessary only 
to enquire whether the change in meaning be creative or not. 
It it is creative, a sanctioned aocipiend explains the 
change. 
Not all oases of Stern's "nomination" are included. His 
classification of this type is as follows: 
Intentional naming. 
Intentional transfer. 
Intentional transfer (non-figurative, purely 
oogni ti ve ). 
Transfers based on sim.11 ari ty. 
Transfers based on other relations. 
Figures of speech (more or less emotive trans-
fers). 
Intentional naming involves the appearance of new forms, and 
as such either does not involve change of meaning (e.g., gas, 
kodak) or is explained as a transfer or substitution (!!!.-
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ship) or as a specialization (house-party). 
Stern does not point out that new compounds are not 
creations of new words any more than new syntactic combina-
tions are. Specialization may occur in such a compound: the 
general meaning may be said to be the sum total or all con-
ceivable special meanings (a house-party might be a party 
assemblee to build a house, a party originating in a house, 
a party each member of which owns a house, and so on and on); 
the oase is not as with meat-eater, which by the rules of 
the language oan mean only 1one that eats (ate, will eat, 
etc.) meat.' 
Figures of speech as suoh are banned from the olassifi-
ca tion used in this essay. A figure of speech does not 
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exhibit a change of meaning of the words involved (see pages 
16 and 17). Stern felt this in the case of irony, but appar-
ently could not find a terminologyjto schematize and simplify 
the problem so that it could be disposed or. (See Stern, 
page 338.) Q,u1te rightly he says: "On the other hand, if 
the ironical expression becomes habitual, adequation ma.y set 
in, and the depreciative meaning becomes the real meaning of 
the word." But in view of this sentence, Stern is in the 
position or having treated as a type of change of meaning 
something which is not a change of meaning. 
1. Intentional Transfer. 
Stern says (page 293): "Intentional transfer is the 
intentional denoting of one referent by a name that really 
belongs to another, the reason being a desire for a more 
adequate symbolization or communication.~ The distinction 
between this and regular or unintentional transfer may seem 
slight. Let it be stated in this manner: Intentional 
transfer permits the inference of "first oases" and the sub-
sequent "sanction". The first oases of regular transfer, 
however, needed no sanction and gave rise to none, because 
they did not shock. The psychological process in the regu-
lar transfer is not analogical procedure, but is occasioned 
by a temporary or permanent shift of mental focus. For thia 
reason, regular transfer will here be classified as a varie-
ty of shift of mental focus afreoting a simplex. 
Border-line oases between intentional and unintentional 
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transrer may occur. Shift of mental focus may have prepared 
tor an unintentional transfer, but in making it the speaker 
may realize that it is a transfer and invoke the sanction 
for it. 
Intentional transfer is a process of analogy on great 
groups. For each such process, it will be necessary to 
specify which great group permits the analogy, and how the 
correlations or meaning in the "first oases" oame about. 
Here the great group is correlatives based on similarity. 
The ''first cases" include correlations resulting from regu-
lar transfer and adequated metaphors. 
An example of intentional transfer is.!.!!..!. 'lining tis-
sue'. Other examples are given by Stern, page 294. 
Stern extends the name transfer to correlatives based 
on other relations than similarity. I prefer to do without 
a general name, as will be seen from the title of the next 
sub-section. 
ii. The Use of Inventors' Names and Similar Phenomena. 
Sandwiches are named for the inventor of sandwiches, an 
Earl of Sandwich. A !:!.2.2, (in drug-store cant) is a Dr. Pep-
per, a beverage originated in Waco, Texas. The correlations 
are respectively invention-inventor and commodity-source. 
The first oases may have been shortenings, adequated metonym-
ies, or permutations. 
111. Specialization-Particularization; Unique Use. 
stern divides his "adequation" into "adequation after 
previous sense-change" and "adequation without previous 






Obviously all of these types can be intentional and creative. 
When a zoologist gives members of the genus Felis the name 
~. he performs an intentional generalization of the name. 
so most pregnant uses today are probably creative, based on 
sanction; compare~ .2.!!. ~!:!!!~.£!!.(morphologically in-
fluenced by the meaningless slogan de ham what am}. Nor is ----
adequation required to explain many cases of particulariza-
tion which enter speech without question. Stern may . . have 
meant to include such eases under his "intentional trans-
fer," but he made no reference to them there. 
Of course, adequations produced many "first cases" to 
serve as Vorlage for the intentional uses. Not only shift 
of mental focus, but also evanition (see below) in syneo-
dochisms and other metonymies may give rise to models. 
iv. Shortening: Clipping and Omission. 
Shortenings are not direct causes ot~hange of meaning. 
A shortening which results in an expression for a certain 
meaning identical with the expression for another meaning 
has merely produced a pair of homonyms. Therefore it would 
not be necessary to deal with shortenings in this essay if 
it were not for the fact that a meaning of a word often al-
lows equally well, as an explanation for its origin, 
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shortening or another process. 
A shortening has taken plaoe in a particular expression 
or in a type of expression, if, in the history of the meaning 
expressed thereby, that meaning has been usually expressed 
by a greater amount of articulate activity than at present. 
Shortenings may be natural and, indeed, unintentional, but 
they are creative (not of new meanings, but or new expres-
sions). 
An omission may sometimes be regarded as a figure of 
speech, and the assumption of the entire meaning by the re-
maining words to be occasioned by evanition. 
Stern classes shortenings as either clippings or omis-
sions. He explains as follows: 
Clipping is the shortening of a unitary verbal 
symbol, as bus for omnibus, auto for automobile; omis-
sion is the-rc>tal dropping of one or more verbal sym-
bols forming part of a combination, as private for R!:!.-
.!!!!. soldier, !.!!! for fall 2f ~ ill!• 
"Unitary" here means: forming a semantic unit. 
(pages 258-259) 
When omnibus is shortened to bus ••• , no sense-change 
can be involved, because the ~tump-rB an entirely new 
word. When the stump happenS(to be identical in form 
with a previously existing word ••• , the new word is 
rarely identified with the old word by linguistic reel-
ing: they are apprehended as homonyms, and consequently 
there is no sense-change. Similarly when two shorten-
ings give the same result ••• 
In omissions, on the other hand, the verbal symbol 
or symbols pronounced are, by definition, identical not 
only in form but als~n fact with previously existing 
words, and sense-changes are bound to follow in all 
cases where the shortening becomes habitual. 
The unitary symbols of the form black-bird present 
an intermediary type, which is discussed in 10.3. (page 259) 
When Stern says that two words are identical in fact, 
he means that they are identified or appreciated as identi-
oal. This identification, a process following closely upon 
shortening (omission), might be called a phonetic associa-
tive interference; or, maybe more happily, the evanition ot 
a figure (ellision) or the analogical sanctioned acoipiend. 
c. Contamination by the Sphere. 
The next three sections may be said to concern the 
"error group." The first two, "contamination by the sphere" 
and "error", are characterized by the following peculiarity: 
as phenomena affecting the languagefor individuals only they 
are open to correction and elimination by further experience 
and the gathering of more material for induction. A correc-
tion of this type on a national scale may be called, using 
Stern's word, substitution. 
Contamination ~ .!!!! sphere {which may be called~­
tamination for short) is a process producing change of mean-
ing when a speaker adopts an expression from a certain 
sphere (national, social, literary), and uses the expression 
with a meaning ohanged by the inclusion of some mental con-
tent connected with the sphere rather than with the "referent" 
itself. From the point-of-view of the listener, one could 
make a case for calling this an inchoate change, since the 
contamination takes place in the mind of the adopter as he 
listens, simply by the addition of the sphere to his mental 
content. This is, however, not really an adequate description 
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of what happens. The social station or language of a speaker 
is a part of the circumstances of discourse, as also, of 
course, his vehicle {conversation, the lecture platform, the 
printed page). But the change (not evanition) of such a cir-
cumstance need not bring about a change of meaning: witness 
many borrowings which have occurred without contamination. 
The adopter may, depending upon his training, his needs, and 
the like, allow the evanition of the circumstance to add 
something to the meaning. Thus reclame is the ordinary 
French word for 'advertisement'; the Germans could have 
taken it over uncontaminated; but creatively they allowed 
the element of Frenchiness, hence pejoration, to enter into 
23 
their use of it, Reklame. 
2 
This is assuming that the pejoration did not first 
enter in in the French. 
Stern discusses such changes under "pregnant use" (pa-
ges 411-415). Their classing as adequation oan be defended, 
but the appropriateness of the term pregnant £!.! is open to 
question. 
Sombrero in Spanish means 'hat'. In English it means 
'Mexican type of hat.' The content 'Mexican' has come from 
the sphere, from which the word wasjadopted. 
A German who was not acquainted with Ziihre as a modern 
diaiecta~word might learn it from reading ancient poetry. 
He may adopt the word, but a Z&hre to him is always more 
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noble than a mere Trane. 
Obviously pejoration as well as appreciation is possi-
ble. 
Of course, individuals do not usually act as centers of 
infection for changes of this sort; but the change is of a 
sort auoh as many are liable to. (See foot-note 24 below.) 
Contaminations by social sphere may lead to differences 
in class-dialects. 
d. Error. 
1. The Gross Error. 
This section might have been titled "Premature Induo-
tion,~ if it were not that one can never know when one's ex-
periences are ripe for induction. One must always do the 
best with the material at hand. 
we are always changing our associations with words; 
that is, differences quite frequently exist between the 
meaning we attach to a word and the meaning others do. This 
incongruence is of little importance for the linguistic com-
munity. But, just as a contamination to which a large num-
ber of persons is liable independently of each other (see 
above) is of importance to community semasiology, so is an 
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error to which a large .number of persons is liable. 
24 
Contaminations and errors committed by literary men 
and persons of importance publiclt may be of social signifi-
cance. Neither the endemic nor t e epidemic type of origi-
nation should be rigidly excluded from our theory. 
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To a reader of the book Frankenstein, the name in the 
title is associated with the young doctor who makes an arti-
ficial man. A rrankenstein is now a creation which destroys 
or brings to grief its creator. If we do not dignify this 
perversion by the name of metonymy, we must ascribe it to 
error. 
A clearer case is inferiority complex 'diffidence'. 
This meaning arose from error, or, if you prefer, ignorance. 
The malapropism should be classified usually as a pho-
nological change dependent upon a faulty image (perception, 
memory) of a word. See, however, section e, nphonetio Asso-
oiative Interference.n 
ii. Inevitably Incomplete Induction, Individual and Na-
tional; Smbstitution. 
This section does not introduce a really new type of 
"error", but serves to dispose of Stern's olass, substitu-
tion, by relating it to error. 
Recalling that error is a technical term meaning prao-
tioally '(avoidably} premature induction', one will be able 
to follow this relating. The communal or national meaning 
of a word (surely a valid abstraction) is a more or less 
stable factor to which to refer "errors.n When individuals 
perfect their associations with words to agree with the 
national meaning, semasiological change in the language (as 
a national concept) has been avoided. When they fail to do 
so, semasiologioal change in the language occurs. (Section i.) 
But supposing the national meaning to depend, itself, 
upon an incomplete induction, then the way is open for a 
more perfect association and a consequent semasiological 
change on a national scale. When pens were quills, lexi-
cographers might have defined pen as 'quill to write with'. 
They would have been wrong, tailwrong. What pen really meant 
was 'pointed instrument for writing with ink'. But every-
body in the world was ignorant of .the taot that pen did not 
mean 'quill ••• '. We have, however, to take into account 
this erroneous meaning. Now, when steel pens were invented, 
people found out their error; the association with the word 
pen was perfected. Later the appearance of the fountain pen 
called for a further perfection. 
The erroneous meaning 'quill to write with' was a 
lexicographer's blunder, for ever since penna had been ade-
quated from 'feather' to 'writing instrument', the element 
'feather', though present in the image, had been irrelevant. 
True, if we, with Stern, include the fringe of the image 
in the meaning, we have a change or meaning when an element 
of that fringe is corrected. 
The question easily arises, how a substitution oan be 
distinguished from a transfer. A substitution has little in 
common with an unintentional transfer, which is a two-fold 
inchoate change (see section 3.o.i below), while a substitu-
tion is creative. (A steel pen is introduced; immediately 
it is n~ed ~pen.) It differs from an intentional transfer 
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in at least two important ways: {l) It requires no sanction; 
(2) the result is a generalization. The first of these two 
characteristics suffices to distinguish the transfer from 
the sanctioned generalization (page 37), which is not a 
popular process. 
As Stern says, the change in meaning involved in sub-
stitution is due to external causes. But if meaning is de-
fined, as in this essay, as a relation between expressions 
and mental content, then all change in meaning can be detect-
ed by a disturbance in one of these two elements. If, then, 
consideration of "externalities" can be postponed until 
these externalities have some effect upon the expression-
mental content relation, it would be useless to introduce 
externalities as a third element upon which to base one's 
classification, unless, indeed, some striking simplification 
were gained thereby. 
e. Phonetic Associative Interference. 
Phonetic associative interference, as Stern admits, is 
quite a different thing from the other processes by him in-
cluded under "analogy". Stern's name is very good. The 
phenomenon may be looked at in this way: a single word pro-
duces two responses at once, which influence each other; the 
mental foous is eventually shifted through intensification 
of a charaoteristio of one image by the other image (the 
characteristic may have been in the fring~; or new images 
arise from the combination, just as they would from the 
juxtaposition of two words. {Such a mental shift is crea-
tive.) 
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Af'ter phonetic interference has produced a correlation 
between two meanings which were formerly not correlated, a 
phonetic correlation may take place in the forms (or form, 
if only one resul.t) by analogy. This is not semasiological 
change, but its association with semasiological processes 
and its usually close chronological situation with respect 
to those prooesses probably caused Stern to confuse it with 
semasiological analogy and to classify the whole dual pro-
cess {interference and morphological analogy) under semasio-
logioal analogy. 
Some of the examples given by Stern follow. He makes 
a division into "change of meaning, but not of referent," 
and "ohange or both meaning and referent." Under the first 
head, he says (page 234): 
Sandblind is probably a perversion of OE sam-blind 
'half-blind, dim-sighted, purblind'. The first sylla-
ble, at a later period, became incomprehensible, and 
was interpreted as~-. Cf. Johnson's explanation in 
his Dictionary: "having a defect in the eyes, by which 
small particles appear to fly before them". The noun 
standard has been affected, in many of its senses, by 
an association with the verb.!£ stand; it is possible 
that in some uses it should be regarded as an altera-
tion of stander. 
In samblind, as soon as it was impossible to isolate the 
meaning of~ from the meaning of the whole (there being 
few or no analogues), the images aroused by it became vague. 
The association of •sand' with the sound, previously prevented 
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by the more suitable association of 'half' therewith, was 
made use of. The image of sand appeared, and the combina-
tion or •sand' and ~lind', not quite being too absurd, was 
retained. The connection between the sand and the blindness 
might have been even more vague and absurd than Dr. Johnson 
stated it to be; in fact, there hardly needed be any rational 
oonneotion at all- Immediately, the meanings of~ and 
aam.blind being correlated, the fo:rms were likewise (more 
perfectly) correlated, producing sandblind. 
In standard, the possibility for the influence of stand 
was even greater. standard looks like a derivative of stand. 
And the association of poles and other vertical objects with 
standards aided the connection from the semasiological point-
of-view. 
Phonetic associative interference may reinforce an ade-
quation. And when the interference is gradual, the ohange 
may be classified as shift of mental focus. 
When the change of meaning implies a change in the 
"referent1t (the typioal situations in which the word is em-
ployed), it simply signifies that no rational point of con-
nection could be found between the primary meaning of the 
expression and the interfering association. Stern suggests 
the case of belfry. Hypothesizing his interpretation of the 
history of the word to be correct, one may represent it in 
this fashion: A belfry was formerly a wooden tower, usually 
movable, used in besieging fortifications. Suoh a tower, of 
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course, would not contain bells. Yet (Stern suggests) in-
terference by .£!!l produced the meaning 'bell-tower' by a 
combination of 'bell' and any associable meaning of 'belfry', 
to wit , ' tower ' • 
It is easy to see why phonetic interference should be 
included in the "error group~ of creative change. 
In all three~ypes of the "error group", the fomenters 
or the "errors" may know better; it was not necessary for 
any one to be ignorant of the fact that a belfry was a 
siege-tower; the misuse of frankenstein may have been ori-
ginated by one who knew the book well; one who speaks of a 
sombrero may know (and would hardly oare) that sombrero in 
Spanish applies to any hat. 
~. Inchoate Change or Adequation. 
This class corresponds (more or less) to Stern's "regu-
lar" types of change, his transfer and shift of subjective 
relation {permutation and adequation). All changes classi-
fiable here are unintentional, although motives in speech 
play a considerable part in explaining them (see page 15). 
Some creative changes are also unintentional. 
a. Evanition of One or the Vehicles or Circumstances of 
Expression. 
A re-reading of pages 16 and 17 will render a detailed 
explanation of this cause or change unnecessary. The change 
is especially well illustrated by the fate of figures ot 
speech. When a figurt of speech has been frequently used, 
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the oiroumstanoe of ttfigure" evanishes. As long as a vehi-
cle of expression is appreciated, it does work. As it passes 
from appreciation, the work is done by whatever is left. 
Thus, silly could once express the meaning 'foolish' 
only in conjunction with the use of irony or euphemism. 
When these circumstances evanished, silly was left, still 
expressing that meaning, but now without aid. 
b. ~uotidiation. 
A change often closely connected with "evanition" is 
quotidiation, or the re-association of an expression with 
biologically significant mental content (the Sprechlage) 
when the intended meaning is not significant. {Compare pa-
ges 13-16.) 
In the seotion on evanition, there was no mention or 
motives. It was assumed that the mental content intended 
agreed with the significance of the situation for the lis-
tener. Thus, in the pregnant use, !!! is ~ ~: the speaker 
means •a man of pre8minent qualities;' this meaning is the 
significant meaning and remains when the circumstance of 
using a figure of speech {pregnanoe) is forgotten. 
~uot1d1ation is seen in pure form in the lie. The name 
Greenland (Danish Grfnland) is really a lie; the land is not 
green. Greenland has come to mean 'a certain icy land.' 
The affective element of a meaning frequently changes 
through quotidiation: When a tourist first reads on the 
road-map improved ~' he has a pleasurable image. After 
experience of improved roads, his image is distasteful. 
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Hyperboles often undergo both quotidiation and evani-
tion, that is, when the intention of the speaker is for the 
hyperbole to be taken at its face-value or at least to in-
fluence the mental oontent of the listener in the direction 
of the hyperbole. But a hyperbole may undergo quotidiation 
alone, if it is still appreciated as a hyperbole. Thus, in 
mountains £! ..2!!£.!, the expression is still appreciated as a 
figure or speech, but no one is deceived into thinking that 
the oake approached mountainous proportions. on the other 
hand, in frightfully tired there was probably never any in-
tention to make a listener believe that the fatigue really 
could frighten; but frightfully has been adequated through 
evanition to a normal expression of •very.• 
Quotidiation can divest a metaphorical or otherwise 
grandiose expression of insignificant importance. The very 
oircumstance of employing a metaphor lendspome importance to 
what one says. 
In a euphemism there is an insignificant indirectness 
in the meaning. Quotidiation straightens this indirectness 
out. 
c. Shift of Mental Focus. 
Shift of mental focus is the type of change of meaning 
par excellence, for the elements are as simple as may be and 
the psychological causes not difficult to understand. 
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An image has certain characteristics. Certain of these 
characteristics furnish the starting-point for the relation 
of the image as a whole with other mental content for use in 
reasoning, making predictions, and the like. Characteristics 
not so related are unused characteristics. (See pages 15-16.) 
A relation may become disused because an activity of 
the organism has been discontinued. A new activity opens up 
new relations. The characteristics which are furnished with 
used relations may be termed the !.2..£!. of the image. As 
eharaoteristios begin or cease to be used, the focus of the 
image shif'ts. 
Synthesis (page 18) is to be explained by an inchoate 
sharing of associations by images or parts of an image for-
merly possessing distinct associations connected only through 
the mediation of their mutual association. (This mutual 
association itself has become so rapid that the images, parts 
of images, or characteristics may be said to be unified.) 
i. Shift .Affecting a Simplex. 
This class of change corresponds on the whole to Stern's 
"adequation without previous sense-change". A conspectus of 
his subdivision of the whole class "adequation" follows: 




After nomination. (Here see especially my 
evanition and quotidiation.) 
After transfer. 
After permutation. 




Particularization. The unique use. 
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By "specialization", Stern means concentration on certain of 
the characteristics of a referent (a procedure which causes 
generalization). That term will here be abandoned in that 
use, specialization instead being associated with particu-
larization (see below). For "pregnant use", the term evalu-
ation will be substituted. The classes of shift of mental 
focus affecting a simplex are therefore (1) generalization, 
(2) evaluation, (3) specialization-particularization. 
The distinction between special and particular oannot 
be made hard and fast: a particular is a one-membered spe-
cies, and a species is ••• a particular species (1). Parti-
cularization will be treated here as a ~ of specializa-
tion, the latter term doing duty for both concepts. A dis-
tinction can be made whenever it is aseful. 
The distinction between quotidiation and shift of men-
tal focus may prove to be of little utility with further 
investigation. Both depend upon significance and use. A 
specialization takes plaoe because the mental content evoked 
by a given word has too few characteristics for the situa-
tion. These characteristics are used nevertheless, whether 
from being produced by the context or from being provoked by 
the vital exigencies of action. And their use associates 
them with the word. 
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Whether from mental laziness or some other cause, we 
are fond of using general terms where special ones are more 
accurate. Especially where the danger of ambiguity has been 
reduced by circumstance, we succumb to this vice. Instead 
of saying, ''Down by the Colorado," we say, "Down by the 
river." (The identity of the river oannot be mistaken.) 
Instead of, "That horse," the Ozark mountaineers are sup-
posed to have said, "That creature." Sometimes there is no 
intention to evoke a more special image; often the speciali-
zation of mental content is naturally produced by the con-
text: "that horn"--"he blew that horn." But since a parti-
cular species of creature was present in the mind, when the 
mountaineer said creature, the word began to evoke an image 
of that special animal, the horse, whenever the word was 
presented. A particular relation of the horn was continually 
presented, and soon in certain contexts, the focus of the 
image aroused by~ was on the capacity for being blown. 
'An animal's horn for blowing' is a specialization of 'an 
animal' s horn' • 
The general term may be used because there is no 
special one available; thus probably with English .£21:.!!, 
used in America for maize. (The Indian name was not learned 
until after corn had become fixed.) -
Generalization is illustrated by Stocklein's anziehen. 
Formerly one spoke of drawing on the boots. But this was a 
case of an image, not too poor in oharacteristios, but too 
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rich. or what importance was the mode of getting the boots 
on? The important thing was getting them on. The drawing 
was relegated to the fringe. Anziehen might now be said to 
mean •put on'; it could be used on occasions when a shirt, 
a cravat, or a coat was concerned in the putting on. stern 
calls this extension a "transfer". 
Generalization may take place immediately after a 
specialization: when~ came to mean 'horn to blow', the 
meaning was ten rich. What matter the material of the in-
strument? The important thing was the capacity of being 
blown. The hornishness (material) of the horn (instrument) 
was relegated to the fringe, and~ might be used of an 
instrument of metal, wood, etc. 
The generalizing process is seen also in Stern's "regu-
lar (unintentional) transfer," exemplified by the application 
of!.!!!. to the leaf of a book. This, however, is a tempo-
rary generalization, which lasts only long enough for the 
transfer to take place, then becomes inoperative. For leaf 
does not really have the meaning 'any object shaped like a 
leaf.' We do not conceive of leaves as _forming one grand 
class, but rather a set of discrete classes. It is decidedly 
zeugmatio to say, "The leaves of the trees and the book." 
so when we learn that the Bibbs Pin Co. manufactures straight 
pins, safety pins, and rolling pins, the effect is comical. 
The class here named evaluation may be described as an 
' 
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overflow from the class, contamination (pages 39-41). In 
contamination, the speaker's attitude towards a spherett'rom 
which he borrows a word causes him to change (usually to 
speoialize) the meaning of that word. In evaluation, the 
word is not adopted but has been in the speaker's vocabulary 
for some time. As he uses it, the emotive element of his 
mental content approaches nearer and nearer the focus until 
it is within the focus and possesses it. The emotive ele-
ment may not be purely a feeling of liking or disliking, 
but it may be a characteristic of the referent about which 
the speaker reels strongly. ' As with creature 'horse , a 
used and significant element intrudes itself; but the ef-
fect may not be specialization. For example, ~used to 
mean 'unlearned'. When those who spoke of unlearned men did 
so, the loose morals of such people were present to their 
minds, for they attributed lewdness to the unlearned as a 
class. Eventually lewd came to mean 'unchaste.' (Or was 
this case effected through a euphemism?) 
ii. Permutation: Shift Affecting a Complex. 
By ttshift affecting a complextt is meant 'shift affect-
ing the inner organization of a complex (phrase), or its 
piece-by-piece relation to the mental content.• 
The characteristic mental shift in a permutation is 
synthesis (see pages 18 and 50). But synthesis of itself 
does not produce any startling effects. It is the re-analy-
sis which causes violent change. 
Bead once meant 'prayer'. There was a synthesis of the 
expression~ one's beads •count one's prayers', the syn-
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thesis gradually becoming more and more intimate. The new 
word prayer ousted ~ from less closely synthesized com-
binations. As Stern says, the phrase~ one's beads was 
equivocal; the words could describe the situation whether 
bead meant 'prayer' or 'bead'. The~ characteristic of 
the image seems to have been the beads; perh~ps the medieval 
supplicant was more preoccupied with beads as such than with 
that which they were supposed to tally. At any rate, in 
looking at a man using a rosary, one saw the beads but not 
the prayers. As soon as the focus was on the beads, ~ 
would be taken to mean ~ead.' 
Later a generalization transferred the term to beads 
not on rosaries. 
One is oertainly justified in calling permutation a 
subclass of adequation, for the psychic process is the same. 
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CHAPTER IV 
A Classification by Etfeots 
outline: 
l. The causes and the Corresponding Effects. 
2. Tabulation of the Effects. 
3. Implication of the Table. 
In investigating the semasiological history of any par-
ticular word, one is given only the meanings; the causes or 
change are to be found through the application of reason. 
It is obvious that if any of the causes of semasiological 
change are capable of having results~ and b only, then a 
result .2. cannot be ascribed to those causes. This suggests 
a simple criterion for use in assigning cause. 
The result of a change of meaning oan be most simply 
described by the relation which exists between the former 
meaning and the subsequent meaning, and this will be termed 
the effeot of the change or of its cause. 
In this chapter, first the causal types of change 
treated in chapter III will be reviewed, after each type 
being noted the rela t ions between meanings which may be 
caused by the operation of the type (effects). Then the re-
lations will be classified as types of change with respect 
to results. 
l. The Causes and the Corresponding Effects. 
l.a. Analogy. Analogy assumes a previous semasiological 
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change in a word not directly under consideration, which 
ohange is imitated in the word under consideration. The 
logical relation between the two meanings of the considered 
word will be the same ab that between the two meanings of 
the other word, which might be of any nature. The presence 
of any particular logical relation between meanings of a 
word does not, then, offer .! priori evidence in favor of or 
against the operation of analogy. 
b. Sanctioned Acoipiends. i. Intentional Transfer. For 
present purposes (without any proposal that the usage be es-
tablished in the terminology), transfer has been limited to 
Stern's "transfer based on similarity." The relation between 
the pairs of meanings may perhaps most conveniently be de-
scribed as a metaphorical relation. Of course, there is no 
implication that a metaphor has been used. 
True, generalizations occur when a genus is named by 
one of its species, but the old special meaning is not lost. 
(Compare .2.!.!, 'Felis domesticus' and 'Felis' • . With pole-cat, 
the relation must be described as metaphorical.) 
ii. ~ ~ of Inventors' Names ~ Similar Phenomena. 
Obviously, in keeping with the term just introduced (meta-
~ 
phorical relation}, the term metonymic relation or relations 
is appropriate. It may be questioned whether relations sim-
ilar to those observed in still other figures of speech may 
not be attributed to sanctions. This is quite possible, but 
in investigating any example of suspected hyperbolically 
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related sanctioned accipiends, for example, care must be 
taken that a genuine hyperbole (for which a sanction exists, 
tool) is not under consideration, in which case no change of 
meaning can be spoken of. 
iii. Specialization-Particularization. The very name 
of this class is based on the effects or the ohange. 
iv. Shortening. For this tabulation it is permissible 
to enquire only into the results or omission. The effect is 
usually a specialization, a primary or attribute of a given 
generality retaining the more special meaning of the combi-
nation affected by the omission. 
c. Contamination Ez. ~Sphere. Specialization always 
results, usually pejoration or appreciation. 
d. Error. i. The Gross Error. No all-inclusive descrip-
tion or effects can be given, but generalization, specializa-
!!.2.!!• and particularization are all common. The generaliza-
tions could be distinguished from the effects of intentional 
transfer by their being unintentional. 
ii. Inevitably Incomplete Induction. The "error" itselt 
would be said to produce specialization. But the special 
meaning is the primary one, and the interest attaches to the 
"correction" (substitution). The effect of Substitution is 
generalization. 
e. Phonetic Associative Interference. The effeet is 
sometimes specialization, but no general description can be 
made. 
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2.a. Evanition. All the figures of speech which might 
aff eot meaning will have corresponding to them types of ef-
tec ts or evanition: simile, metaphor, allegory, metonymy, 
synecdoohe, ellision (?),hyperbole, litotes, pregnance, 
irony, euphemism, and humorous misuse of language. 
b. Quotidiation. Not all the effects of quotidiation 
oan be tabulated. Sometimes the relation is negative, like 
that corresponding to irony (so in evanition). Sometimes it 
corresponds to hyperbole, litotes, or euphemism. ~uotidiation 
may be distinguished from evanition by the existence in quo-
tidiation of the intent to deceive (as to signl'icance). As 
said on pages 48 and 4g, evanition and quotidiation may both 
have effect on the same word. 
c. Shift .2!, Mental Focus. i. Shift Affecting !. Simplex. 
The effects are, of course, generalization and specialization 
or particularization. Regular transfer results in metapho-
rical relations. Evaluation produces irregular effects 
(compare~), similar to specialization, but perhaps most 
satisfactorily denominable as a metonymic relation. 
11. Permutation. This is another change of irregular 
result; the effect is sometimes a relation like that in 
metonymy or synecdoche (see Stern, pages 362-376). 
2. Tabulation of the Ef'feots. 
The main heads in the following table are types of ef-
fects; the subdivisions are types of causes. 
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1. Specialization. 
a. Sanctioned accipiends: specialization, shorten-
ing. 
b. Contamination by the sphere. 
c. The gross error. 
d. Phonetic associative interference. 
e. Shift of mental focus. 
2. Pejoration. 
a. Contamination by the sphere. 
b. Quotidiation (?), shift of mental focus (?). 
3. Appreciation. 
a. Contamination by the sphere. 
b. Quotidiation (?),shift of mental focus(?). 
4. Particularization. 
a. Sanctioned accipiends: particularization. 
b. The gross error. 
c. Shift of mental focus. 
5. Generalization. 
a. Intentional transfer. 
b. The gross error. 
c. Substitution. 
d. Shift of mental focus. 
6. Metaphorical relations. 
a. Intentional transfer. 
b. Evanition. 
o. Shift of mental focus: regular transfer. 
7. Metonymic relations. 
a. Sanctioned acoipiends: the use of inventors' 
names and similar phenomena. 
b. Evanition. 
o. Shift of mental focus: evaluation (?), permu-
tation. 
a. synecdochio relations. 
a. Evanition. 
b. Permutation. 
9. Relations resembling other figures. 
a. Evanition. 
b. Quo ti di a ti on. 
o. Sanctioned accipiends (?). 
10. Negative relation (opposites). 
a. Evanition (irony, ?euphemism). 
b. Quotidiation (irony, ?euphemism). 
11. Relations not classified above.25 
2 
The causes listed under this head, when they have not 
been included under a certain head above, may nevertheless 
be the causes of those effects by virtue otjthe indeterminacy 
of the relationship they cause. 
a. Analogy. 
b. Shor ten in g. 
c. The gross error. 
d. Phonetic associative interference. 
e. Quotidiation. 
r. Shift of mental focus: evaluation, permutation. 
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3. Implication of the Table. 
The table can serve to limit the number of processes to 
be considered in determining the cause of a given change un-
der observation. It cannot lead directly to the determina-
tion of cause. Its use must be supplemented by the examina-
tion of the word (or expression) itself in contexts lying in 
the whole period of time containing the change of meaning. 
But in spite of the scrupulous consideration of every con-
textual clue, of border-line oases, of chronology, of psy-
ohology, even of history, in many, if not most, instances, a 
certain cause must be given as only the most probable, other 
possib:lllties being left open. And often the aemasiologist 
can offer no better support of the alleged probability than 
his own intuition. 
Is semasiology destined to remain in this state of in-
determinism? Not at all; it will be rescued by one impor-
tant branch of the study of meanings. Cutting across the va-
rious classifications applied in this essay to meanings or 
the relations of meanings to one another, are classifications 
of meanings themselves as "notion~" as regions within the 
mental frame-of-reference of the universe. For example, we 
oan speak or worda~enoting color, words denoting time when, 
words denoting manner otjlocomotion, and so on and on. These 
classes should be examined, to see whether there are general 
trends affecting them, independently of history and accident. 
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When a change of meaning is\investigated, the semasiologioal 
history of all synonyms of the two terminal meanings should 
be investigated. This will at least help to determine whether 
the two meanings are really genetically related or whether 
the later ofjthem is to be derived from some third meaning of 
the same word. But, in addition, this examination~ masse 
of these words will enormously multiply the number of cita-
tions in literature for any given change and will allow in-
vestigators to observe the behavior of the meaning-class at 
the present time under laboratory conditions. 
In reference to affixes, one of which is investigated 
in part II of this thesis, it may be pointed out that the 
history of the meaning of an affix is the historyJc>f meaning 
of many individual words bearing that affix, and that mass-
comparison or trends is thus to some degree imposed by the 
very nature of the study. The investigation of synonymic 
affixes, however, proved too vast for the present study, and 
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it must be carried on as a supplement thereto. 
2 
I had intended to give three parts to this essay, 
part one, A General Theory of Change of Meaning, part two, 
Aspects of Semasiological 'lheory Not Treated in Detail in 
This Thesis, and part three, A Semasiological History of High 
German in(t)-, en(t)-. The second part was to have comple-
mented tli'e"""first, so that the two in oonjunotion would form 
an outline for a oomple,te treatise on general semasiology. 
It wa~decided, however, that the second part as projected 
was not contributive directly enough to the particular prob-
lem which formed the basis of my thesis. 
It will be interesting, nevertheless, to observe the 
questions which I had prepared as an outline for the pro-
jected part two. They are a~ollows: How does a given 
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meaning abandon and acquire expression? Do entirely new 
meanings arise? Can we determine the primal meaning of 
words or roots? In semasiology can we obtain an insight in-
to the very origin of expressions for given notions, or of 
language itself? Are there constant trends affecting the 
expression of classes of notions? Ought semasiological 
change be arrested? How? Axe some languages less adequate 
tor expression than others? Can we by semasiology draw con-
clusions concerning the life and thought of. past times? can 
we by semasiology better determine the meaning of literary 
works, aiding exegesis and :oriticism? But if we derive our 
semasiological theory from an interpretation of the words of 
literary remains and in part also from a knowledge of the 
life and thought of past times, are such reverse conclusions 
valid? Can criteria be found for the readier aetermination 
of the cause of change operating in a given observed case in 
which the meanings are known? 
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PART TWO 




1. The Problem. 
2. Method. 
l. The Problem. 
In this portion of the essay, the general consideration 
of the field of semasiology is left behind and the applica-
tion of the principles developed in part one begun. 
The ohange in meaning exhibited by the prefix now found 
in standard High German as!.!!! at all stages of its recorded 
existence is to be discovered and systematized in a genetic 
scheme, and an attempt will be made to assign the causes for 
each shift. 
The chief forms in which the prefix has appeared in 
High German are l:l!!' in, .fill!, and.!!!.• The forms with! pre-
vailed in the Old High German period, and those with e in the 
Middle High German period. In modern times only ~ is 
found. Other forms will be mentioned in the citations from 
various authorities given in chapter VII. The phonology of 
the prefix will not be discussed except insofar as it is 
connected with semasiological interference. 
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Ent (for this form will be used generally to include 
all variants) is an inseparable verbal prefix; it does not, 
then, bear the stress. It has a stressed doublet ~' sur-
viving now only in Antlitz, ~ntwort, and antworten. This 
doublet has not been included in the investigation. When a 
verb was found with a prefix~ and there was a correspond-
ing noun in!!!,!, it has been concluded that the verb is a 
derivative from the noun, and the meaning has not been in-
vestigated. Verbs in which~ alternates with in(t) or 
en(t) or which have no nominal correlative have, however , 
been treated. The ~may be due to Old Saxon influence. 
2. Method. 
The genetic classification of the meanings of ent pre-
sented in this essay represents a considerable amount of 
work and thought not here put into words. That work may be 
described as alternate mutually corrective induction and de-
duction. First, dictionaries and grammars were consulted 
and the examples given therein given especial attention, to 
discover just what was added to the meaning of the simplex 
in the derivation of~he compound. With help from the au-
thorities, these increments of meaning (referred to hence-
forth simply as the meanings of the prefix) were tentative-
ly arranged in a genetic scheme with a~entative explanation 
for each shift. The stagesfby which this scheme had been ar-
rived at were subsequently gone over~ritioally, and the 
scheme thereby revised. 
Then examples of the prefix from early monuments and 
from Gothic were defined and placed in the classification, 
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the arrangement of the meanings being corrected with a view 
to the chronology of appearance. The arrangement and expla-
nation of the transitions, even the number of categories was 
continually revised. The aim was to make the explanations 
the simplest and the most oredible, in accordance with the 
law of parsimony. 
A final scheme or group of categories (as they will be 
called) was arrived at. Then a chronological table of exam-
ples was drawn up and explanatory notes thereto begun. 
It is evident that the various words in which an affix 
is found must have semasiological histories otjtheir own. 
These histories were treated in the notes to the table,~ut 
the aim was to get back to the meaning the word had when the 
compound was formed, for only that meaning could throw light 
on the development of .filU.• Compounds were therefore classi-
fied according to their original meaning, and for a justi-
fication of their inclusion in such-and-suoh a cate@ory, 
reference must often be made to the notes. 
one may reason ~priori that permutation is an impor-
tant factor in the semasiological life of any affix. The 
exact contribution of the prefix to a derivative was often 
open to equivooation, and even in the face of the simplex, 
the popular mind was unlikely to make a logical analysis of 
the compounds preparatory to forming new ones on their ana-
logy. 
One result of the ~revalence of permutation in the 
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semasiolog1cal history is the existence of many equivocal 
oases, in which the prefix may be interpreted in either of 
two ways. In these cases, an effort was made to arrive at a 
decision from the context, (if the word was a gloss) the 
translation, or, as a last resort, Spraohgefilhl (admittedly 
shaky in dealing with dead languages). Sometimes the chro-
nology of the example decided. 
All examples of the Gothic prefix ~ in verbal com-
pounds have been treated. No High German usage is derived 
from a Gothic usage, but the Gothic uses of the prefix are 
probably carried over in large part, and possibly entirely, 
from the Primitive Germanic period. At the least, the de-
velopment in Gothic illustrates what could happen to the 
prefix. 
The conclusions of the thesis will be given in the form 











From August Fick's Wortscihatz ~ Grundsprache, ~ 
A.risohen und ~ Westeuropaischen Spraoheinheit, 18~0, erster 
'Theil of his Vergl.eichendes Worterbuch ~ Indogermanisohen 
Spraohen, 4. Aufl. (See Bibliography.) Page 3: 
ant~ begegne, stehe ent~egen. 
AJ.s Verb nur im Griechischen ~~~o~~' erhalten; dazu 
s. anto-, anti Denominal kann li1.1roµoit nicht wohl sein. 
antos m. Ende. 
ved. anta m. NB.he, Grenze, Ende. , irisch ind inn, 
altwelsch in hin 11Ende". got. andeis, nhd. Ende. 
Das Ende 1st als GegenUber •edaoht. 
anti gegen, entgegen. 
ved. anti gegen, in der Nahe. lat. ante antid-ea. 
got. and, and-bindan, nhd. ent-binden, vgl. ~YT?Y 
~~rrz und got. anda-nahti. 
From Karl Brugm.ann's Verg1eichende Laut-, Stammbildungs-
und Flexionslehre nebst Lehre vom Gebrauoh der Worttormen - - - - -------
~ Indogermanisohen Spraohen, 2. Bearb., 1911, pages 802-805: 
5. *anti, *anta •sich gegenUber, angesichts•, 'ilber 
hin, entlang•.rr--
1) Schriften Uber griech. &v\( s. bei Hubner ' 
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Grundr. grieoh. Synt. ?lff. o. K ii b l e r De diffe-
rentia inter partioulas ante et prae interoedente, 
Breslau 1850. ----
~· Der Ausgang -.!!, _steht fur's Ai., Griech. und 
Lat. fest. Ai. anti nur Adverb 'sich gegenuber, vor 
sich, in der Nab.i"'l"z. B. ~atrum anti na vindasi 'du 
tindest gegenUber (vor dir) kelnen Feiii<I'). Grieoh. 
&v,(. ~at. ante aus *anti, vgl. anti-sto und anttquos, 
das wie ai. prltrka- (1, 589) gebildet 1st. 
Got. anda- and- (z. B. anda-nems 'angenehm' 1 and-niman 'annehinen'},ahd • . ant-, vg!. grieoh. ~i.net 0.~11 
'gegen~ber'. Die in der-i?ideutung von anda- and- ab-
weiohende adnominale Praposition got. ~al'.'""'Vrel­
leicht ursprUnglioh *anti. Lit. aiit, dial • .!£l!. 
Arm. and, in dem wahrscheinlich ursprunglich ver-
schiedene Prlpositionen zusammengefallen sind, ent-
d 
, , 
sprioht, mit em Genitiv verbunden, dem griech. a~Ti, 
mit dem Akkusativ verbunden, dem got. and. Im Auslaut 
kann ein kurzer Vokal jeder Qualitat gesehwunden sein. 
Vgl. Finck KZ. 39, 501 ff. Bezuglich des Anlauts a-, 
der aus der proklitischen Stellung zu erklaren 1st"; s. 
Meillet Gramm. de l'arm. s. 4. 
Der Ansatz eines Substantivs *ant- 'Stirn, Ange-
aicht' ala Grundlage der ganzen Sippe (so zuletzt Thur-
neysen W6lfflin's Archiv 13, 28f.; Thes. l. L. 2, 127), 
ist sehr unsioher. Dass &1JT( den echten Geni ti v zu 
sich n1mmt, 1st keine Stiltze fi.ir diese Hypothese, weil 
Verbindung dieses Kasus mit alten echten Rawnadverbia 
gerade 1m griechischen eine ganz gewob.Jll1che Erschein-
ung 1st. Uber ahd. andi endi N. 'Stirn' sehe man 2, l, 
164. Griech. & t11" \ u!idi _.'TU ktSnnen sioh als b. V-'t{ (§ 573, 
2) und liv-nx so zu einander verhal ten, wie n ~o-T( und 
~~-T~. Man muss aber wegen der Bedeutungsverschieden-
hei t 'sich gegenuber, angesichta• und 'Uber hin,entlang• 
zweifeln, ob man es nicht mit zwei etymologisch zu 
trennenden Raumadverbia zu tun hat. Mit der ersteren 
Bedeutung konnte leicht *an-t- zu got. an-aar ai. an-
~ gehoren {S. 336), mit<iir zweiten zu an= gri'ich. 
~§613); vgl. zu letzterem §618, 2, a uber-11t. ant. 
Aus diesem Grunde scheint es mir angemessen, wenigstens 
bei dem adnominalen Gebrauch (~618) zunachst nach jener 
Sinnesverschiedenheit einzuteilen. 
A.run. Auf. Grund seines Gebrauchs mechte man auch 
'f ,, ' got. und mit 'Dat.', '~~Tl; fttr, um' heranziehen, z. B. 
atslbtiilins ~ ~ kasjins '~l~c..>t<t\1 Cl\JTec (-r! -w:p16.Ko\1TCX 
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~pyup\~ tt\ ~o~ ~pyov iOu Ktp<Xp.t~s', augo und augin 
Jah tun~u !!!!£ tunrau 'ocp9«i\µ~I) oqrr' dcpG«~~oO K~1 bo&'vTtX 
6.uT l l>& "'foe;' , sow e got. upa- in unpa-Pliuhan ' l ~~u­
y£ t~' und ags. ~- aus *un - in 0!9anian 'entgehen' 
u. a. (vgl. and-sitan usw. §617). Dann ware neben 
*ant- ein *nt- anzusetzen, und van diesem letzteren 
RiWiiadverbiU'iii zu trennen das got. und 'bis' ( 649); 
lllnlioh sind im Germanischen in ah0::-unter zwei Prapo-
si tionen zusammengefallen (9646 und 672). 
· ~7.· ~. Vielleicht ist unser Raumadverbium duroh-
gehends er.st .. einzelsprachlich Pr!verbium gE;worden. Auf 
semantische Ubereinstimmungen wie griech. ay9-£q7~~~L 
und got. and-standa 'ich stelle mich entgegen, wider-
stehe' ist in dieser Beziehung um so weniger Gewioht zu 
legen, als got. ~- aus ~- entstanden zu sein scheint 
(~616). Ob arm. and- in einem der Verbalkomposi ta, die 
es enthalten (Maillet Mem. 16, 126f.), z. B. in and-
unim 'ich nehme auf' (Aor. an-kalay), hieher gehOrt 
rvgr. ~616), weiss ioh nicht zu entscheiden. 
Bei Homer 0.l>TL-q>ipo,M~l 'begebe mioh einem gegen-
ttber, messe mioh mi t ihm', naohhom. z. B. ~~'Tt~.,.(9W'JM• 
'setze, stelle gegenttber, entgegen', ~~~(-,~~1 'be~ 
haupte dagegen'. 
Lat. antisto, antep~no, antecedo. 
Im Germ. ist im allgemeinen von 'entgegen, gegen-
ttber' auszugehen. ~hd. intstantan 'gegenttbertreten und 
stehen' wie got. and-standin. Got. and-niman •ent-
gegennehmen, annehmen, in Empfang nehrilen•, ahd. ant-
neman 'adsumere'. Got. and-sa1~an 'ansehen, berttoksioh-
:tfgen', mhd. ent-sehen 'anblioken', vgl. ~'!)'TO. l~El\I, 
Got. and-weihan and-sakan 'widerstreiten', vgl. ~VT~ 
µeEituEltl.\• &&JT-'1.Yc.l&J((cv&a•· Perfektivierend hat unsere 
Praposition den Sinn 'von -- we~' angenomm.en, z. B. 
got. and-bindan ahd. intpintan entbinden, losbinden', 
ahd. int-faran 'entfahren, entgehen'; der Kulminations-
punkt eines Entgegenhandelns schliesst imrner zugleich 
den Begriff einer Trennung in sich, vgl. z. B. got. 
and-sitan ahd. ant-sizzen 'sich entsetzen', mhd. ent-
springen, ent-wenden. Vgl. Aesohyl. Prom. 337 op~~~t~o~ 
&~ 11-~6"f~~ ~, ~ VT~IT"1TIX<r':f«; 'zieh mich nicht in meinem 
Streben ab ( eigentlioh :' auf die andere Sei te)'. 
618. B. 1) 'Sioh gegenttber, angesichts'. ,.,,..,,..,. ....... 
a) Mit Gen i t 1 v (~51?, 3). Grieoh. b.iJ-tf 
'angesichts, gegenttber, vor' im Kret., Delph., Att. 
z. B. gort. &v~' ~~lTop~v ~p 1 0v 'angesichts dreier ' 
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zeugen• ••• 
b) Mit dem A k k u s a t 1 v lat. ante 'gegen-
ttber, vor', Cic. post~~ Aegina, ~me Megara; 
zeitlich •vor', ante tempus statutum, ante IUoem. In 
jeder Weise war post das begriffliche Oppositu.m (§700, 3). 
c) Finck KZ. 39, 538 mechte auch arm. and mit 
Ab la t 1 v •zur Seite' und mit Lok a-:r"i v 'mit, 
bei' auf *anti 'angesichts• zurttokftthren. 
2) 'Uber -- hin, entlang, im Verlauf von, wahrend'. 
a) Mit dem Gen 1 t 1 v (~517, 3). Lit. ant 
(auoh anta) •aur' hat,sich, wie es scheint, an die Stel-
le der---auFch griech. «V preuss. na no- aksl. na vertre-
tenen Prlposition gesetzt (~613f"f'7)7"°was zu GUnsten 
etymologischen Zusammenhangs van an-t mit *an : griech. 
&v sprioht. Z. B. ant kalno uzll~•auf den Berg hin-
aufsteigen', z§d! a!t pifszto neszi6ti 'den Ring auf 
dem Finger trage '··· Im Grieoh. 1st, wie es scheint,, 
&v,[ mit dem Sinn 'w!hrend' anzuerkennen: Kos '3iv-r1 vu1<Tac; 
'w!hrend der Nacht' u. dgl., vgl. &v~l ~~v~ unter b) 
(Gttnther IF. 20, 7lf.).l) 
l) Schwierig ist delph. &~~) F{T£o~ SGDI. n. 2561, 
A, 45 «r~•v 0£ ~~~£~~~~~ &v~l f{Ttos. s. auletzt hier-
·uber Buok IF. 25, 259f. 
b) Mit dem A k k u s a t i v. Got. and 'langs, 
ttber (an, auf) etwas hi~': usgagg .!!!.£ wigans ta~ fapos 
'gehe hinaus 18.ngs den Wegen und zaunen', uss a f ana 
smakkaba , ei gaserut ina, unte is and ~~ta muna da--" 
.a rh a an '&\ll~'1 tn} 11u~o~o~0t~';"i:i,F11°' ~ O(iTC111, &~1 
ta:.1 vrt ~ .,..t-A>it.v <Sc.lp-X co-tfa.t' , jah m~ripa urrann and all 
gawi bisitand! & ill 't<D'..l'<p~µr'] ~~~K8t.v t<OCE15 tt\~-r~ 
'(h:pl xJpo \J ttt:p1 oo.6to()' , leikinOndans and all t 6'E.f« 1H.~CI l)TE<;' 
n~vT«xou•. Arm. and mit derselben Bedeti't'Ung: ev el 
hambaV znmane and-amenain ko.*mans gavaf'in t Ko(.( ~tJ.'1 
{(~Mkv .. «JP g~ Tr]c; 1tt.p c.xZipou -n~pl oc.v\ov'... Grieoh. 
vereinzelt ~v~1 ~~v~· K~~~ ~~va Hesych. Lit. dialek-
~isoh, z. B. ant Asari\, suaM Obed1 atei a dvase •auf 
(ttber) A., deil'S'ohii O.'s, k a:er-ueist' Bezzenberger 
Beitr. z. Gesch. d. lit. Spr. 243f.). 
Regrettably, Hirt's and Walde's works were not available 
for consulting. 
2. Greek. 
From Emile Boisaeq's Dictionnaire ~tymologique ~ !.! 
langue greoque, seconde ~dition, 1923, page 64: 
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oc v -rcx txV'T'JV 'en race'; <X.V't•~ru, att. rn'-r t~pus- •en face v ~ , de, direotement'; avT0µ~1 aller au-devant'; orn-C'.VTa.VJ 
~~~,~~ 'rencontrer'. Cf. dP\l. Prellwitz 25 rap-
pelle skr. ~ntah 'fin', got. andeis v. h. a. anti 
enti 'fin'' qui sont etrangers au groupe. 
• • • • 
:I ' ") , 
<lV"tl: 'en face de; en place de'; IX.IJT•o< 'qui est en 
face, qui vient au-devant de'; ~v~·~~, -«oo~ t. 
'glande de la gorge, amygdale; inflammation des 
~landes de la langue'; Oc'll1"J~\al &~-t\«~w 'renoontrer'; 
t•ocy-rtoc; •qui est en face de, adversaire', '<orr£-
v~v~1 ~«~tV«V1« 'en face de, h l'enoontre de'. 
Voy. ~~T~. Skr. anti 'en face de, devant, pr~s 
de', arm. and 'sous, avec, pour' (Finck Kz. 39, 
501-539). -r:i't. ante<*antl, v. lit. anta 'sur, 
vers' lit. ant, got. ana:-rie long de,-stir, par-
dessus' v. isl. and- ags. and- ond- v. h. a. ant-. - - -
From Henry George Liddell's and Robert Scott's A Greek-
English Lexicon, 8th ed., copyright 1882, page 140: 
, " ~vTt, Prep. governing gen.:--orig. sense over 
against:""" {From-V'ANT, come also ~~Ta, ~VT?~, ~vtfo~ (as 
~1\"1oc; from &n~), ~\I\.,, ~v"Tt\-<.pv~, ~VTaµ1:1d, Oc\l\c(c.>; Of. 
Skt. anti (opposite, facing); Lat. ante, anterior;--
Goth.--e:Ila as a Prep., o. Norse and A. s. and- as a Pre-
fix, aS"Tn and-svar and and-swaru {answerT;9Germ. ant-
in ant-worten, eta.) ---
A. Usage, I. of Place: opposite, over against , 
formerly quoted from several places of Hom:-::7 2. 
answering .12_, of the accompaniment to a song ••• 
., O. !11 CompG.& , it signifies, 
opposite-, -as~ q3oef .,t.0, &~-"t"{"TI o po<;. 
opposition to, as «vTt~iy~, ~V\l~lo~. 
another, mutually, as dcv1' LSt..E; coop.Clll. 
as ~v\1~o~elw. • •• 
1 . .2lli_ against, 
2. against, in 
3. one agafnst 
4. in return, 
?3 
3. Latin. 
From Alois Walde's Lateinisches etymologisches W~rter­
buah, 3. neu bearb. Aufl. van J. B. Hofmann, 1930, pages 
53-54: 
ante "vor, vorher" (seit XII tab., rom., auch ab-
de-an'te;-antea "vorher'' sei t Ter.), o. a n t 'usquead' 
(? vgi. u.), ant k ad um •occidionem?': aus *anti 
(vgl. antistes, antrcus) : gr. &vTI (*~vTt?) m. Gen:-
u ~ •angesichts, gegenttber, vor, fttr, anstatt" (~v~~, ~vr~~ 
"gegenttber", a~TlKpU att. -~ "entgegen, geradewegs", 
~jlTOU.O(l, OO>lt~W "begegne"); ai. anti .A.av. "sich gegen-
ttber, vor sich, in der N!he" (antr.:'k!lt "nahe"); idg. 
*anta in got. anda-, and- Praev. {anda-nemeigs t&~T­
~x6~t."oc;', and-:'6I'iidan "auflesen" usw.), and- [sic] 
Praep. m. Akk. "entlang, ttber -- hin, auf'"'='- hin", an. 
as. ags. and-, ahd. ant-, int-, mhd. nhd. ant-, ent-
{Kompar. aii7' endr "frtther"--:-got. andiz- i'ii"'""andiZ:Uh 
"entweder", ags. end "vorher", ahd. enti aus *andiaz 
"frtther"); lit. aw:t," alit. und dial. antA m. Gen. (sel-
ten Akk.) "nach -- hin, auf, w!hrend,--rttr"; vl. arm. 
and- Praev. "auf-", -and Praep. m. Akk. "entlang, gegen", 
m:-Gen. "anstatt", m:-Tnstr. "unten" (a- aus a- durch 
die Proklise, Auslautsvokal unbestimmbar, s. Finck KZ. 
39, 50lff., Meillet MSL. 9, 155. 12, 429. 16, 126); 
idg. *l} t- in got. und m. Da t. "fttr, um", u~pa- ( ags. 
olt"-, a1T7 unn-) in un a- liuhan "entfliehen ; vl. auch 
got. und m.-akk. " s zu" unt~ Konj. "bis, solange 
als" iUi *und-p!, as. unt(iT:-ahd. unzi •bis", s. 
Feist2 598 [nicht zu l~; Vendryes ZeP~. !7, 78); 
ahd. unti enti inti, nhd. und vlm. zu ai. ath~ "dar-
auf"), o. antlli:-.Akk. 'usque ad' (Walde Sprehl. Bez. 
54; anders Brugmann Grdr. 112 2, 836: aus *~ti, Erw. 
von *en, *.i, "in,. wie der Bed. halber lit. d'ttr. int m. 
Akk. "'Iiach: (wenn nicht eher A.ontamination von inund 
ant, Fraenkel Post- und Pr4p. 54f.]; unklar gr4dial. 
~~"bis" neben £~rt). -- Die weitere Analyse von idg. 
*anti, *an ta ist UDSiOher; &V-"l(, CCV-~ Wie npo-T(, 
K~-T« na'C'iillrugmann a. o. 803 (mit hypoth. Ansatz 
zweier *an-); ein Subst. *ant- "Stirne, Angesicht", wo-
von *antY-Lok. Sg. ware (zuletzt Thurneysen ALL. 13, 
28f.; Pokorny ZcPh. 15, 195; gegen «~nx als Akk. Sg. s. 
Gttnther IF. 20, ?O), wird jedenfalls durch ant 1 a e, 
antioper (s. d.} nicht erwiesen, da idg. *antios "gegen-
Uberliegend" vom Adv. *anti gebildet ist, auch nicht 
durch ant Is,-~ {s:--d°.), das als t. t. milit. 
bzw. agr. sekUnd!r von ~ nach front~s, -iwn gebildet 
scheint; st. *ant- sonst nur in air. !tan "Stirn" 
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(*ant-ono-) und in ai. ant-alt m. "Ende, Grenze, Rand" 
(vgl. 4Dtima)J., antyab. "der letzte"), woneben aber *ant~6-
1n got. andeis m.: an. endi(r), ags. ende, ahd. anti, 
enti, nhd. Eriae, das von *lnt1o- in an:--ellni n •• --eJi<!. 
andi, ~ "Stlrn" nioht ~u trennen 1st. 
an t 1 d- in antid-ei (alte Form.el bei Liv. 
22, 10, 6), antid-hao "vorher" (Plaut., Com. inc., 
.A.rohaismus, s. schmafz5 819), antid-eo "gehe vor-
an" {Plt.) mit -d- wie in postid-ea (Plt., danaoh 
postid ds. naoh post-ea : 5osj) nach prid- neben 
pr~- (antid-e~ nach pr8d-e , alde LEW. 47); nicht 
aus *anti + ~) mit Lindsay-Noh! 666. 676 noch 
aus *anti +ICl''das, recht" in ai. n~d "(dam.it) 
nicht"'TS. nrf mit Prellwitz BB. 22-;-'171, J. Schmidt 
KZ. 32, 407;-ea, !!!2, in antid-, antei usw. adv. 
Abl. {Wedding BB. 27, 27f.). 
Hierher u. a. a n t e r 1 o r "der vordere, 
frtthere" (seit Cels., Gegensatzbildung zu poste-
rior wie anteritas Gl. zu posteritas, Wackernagel 
Synt. I 246); s. auoh an t Ir 1 us, an t Is, 
a n t 1 l I n a, a n t t c u s, -quut.-- Verbal-
kompos. (nach Brugmann a. O. 803 ers einzel-
sprohl.) u. a. altlat. anteeo (antid-) "geh~ voran", 
antisto "stehe voran, ttbertreffe" (:gr. ~vit-(~T«­
~~'' got. usw. and-standan "widerstehen"), ante-
oellO "rage hervor" (s. oelsus), anteo!d~ (s. ante-
cessua), antep~n~; vgl. auch antegerio. -- Walae:-
P. I 65ff., Brugmann Grdr. 112 2, S02ff., Fraenkel 
IF. 40, 86ff'. 
From Thesaurus Lingvae Latinae editus auctoritate et 
consilio Aoademiarum quinque Germanioarum, Berolensis, Got-
tingensis, Lipsiensis, Monacensis, Vindobonensis, 1900, 
volumen 1 i , "' oolumns 127-132: 
~tJ!._ adv., praep. f ante anti- antid- .!.•.9.•osc.,, 
an t__.(p '[Ii t tr a mr 'ante (pontem?)', .B!.•Tv°T1, 
ind. ~nti 'in consveotu, ooram'. casus locaiis Videtur esse nominis ant- frons, faoies', fortasse non diversi 
ab antes vocabulo (Ja..v.), cf. o. hioern. etaii-;-theodiso. 
endi 'frons', &:.• ~vT°i e.'lr:r";;i~-; £2.!• and (anda-) 'per, 
seoundum', lituan. ant 'in, super' et c. antiae. Th.] 
Prise. gramm. III 26, 10 'ante ora patrwn' (Verg. Aen. 
i; §8). hie 'ante' T~ ~po signifioat, quod est praepo-
sitio Graeca. - at vero: 'ante leves ergo pascentur in 
aethere cervi' (Verg. eel. 1, 60} et 'ante pererratis 
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I ' ~ am.bobus finibus exul' \ibid. 62), hie 'ante' To ~poTEpov 
significat et est sine dubio adverbium. III 40, 16 ante 
et oomponitur et separatur: antepono, ante domum. et 
signifioat npo Graeoam localem vel temporalem, ut 
anteeo nponop~oo~~,, ante annum npo tv1~uToG. inveni-
tur etiam sine oasu, quo loco adverbii accipitur ~·.9.·~ 
of. ibid. 46, 12 Pomp. gramrn. V251, 17. Gloss. 
- --c: 
I adverbium: A. loci: l ubi Cio. ac. 2, 125 innumera-Mth ~a1nTi1i'""aeitra-s1nrstra ante post ••• mundos esse. Tim. 48 et ante et pone ••• et sursum et deorsum ••• 
I I ra• tio: ~ loci (.£!.. Kuebler .£• .2 !.9.·}: apud Ia\f 8\Il! voe~ aedes fores Tanua ostium 
~a fungttur-et tum statum ~ motum desi~at ~ hisce 
pendens verbis: accipio {Cist. 675 Pers. 7 ) ••• 
iaceo (Amph. l0?2) ••• sto (Amph. 406. 603. 567 True. 335) ••• 
l ubi: {ante aedes, portam simil. v. supra.) Sis. 
hist."l.:82 ante testitudinem constitlt. -Varro sat. 4!7 
in foro ante lanienas ludere. Lex Iul. CQii'P:° I 206, 34 
aput forum ante tribunale suom p~ositum habeto, quam. 
viam ••• locaturus sit •••• 
~quo: (ante aedes, portam ~· .!· 131, 7.) ~· 
Her. l, 24 lege ad imperatorem. Tib. 2, 5, 66 iac~ 
vit fusas e oaput ante comas •••• --
From the Spanish Academy's Diccionario hist6rico ~ !!. 
lengua espanola, tomo I, 1933, page 603: 
ANTE. {Del lat. ante.} prep. En presenoia de, 
delante<le.... -----
2. En oomparaci6n, respeoto de •••• 
3. adv. t. ant. Antes ••• 
4. Lithuanian. 
For a detailed explanation of the present meaning of 
Lithuanian ant, see Friedrich Kurschat's Grammatik der 
Littauischen Spraohe, 1876, sections 1436-1439, pages 389-
390. 
5. sanakr1 t. 
From Sir Monier Monier-Williams's ! Sanskrit-Eng1ish 
Dictionary, new ed., 1899, page 44: 
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~f~ 1. anti, ind. before, in the presence of, 
near, RV.; AV.;--r;lth gen.))within the proximity of, 
to [of. Lat • .!!!.!.!; Gk. ~~~{. -~J~~ (anti-), m. 
neighbour, RV. x, 95, 4 •••• -~(anti-), mfn. being 




Germanic Cognates and High German 
Outline: 
l. Primitive Germania. 
2. Gothic. 
3. English. 
4. High German. 
1. Primitive Germanic. 
From Alf Torp's Wortschatz .£!!'. germanischen Spraohein-
heit, 1909, page 13: 
~, an~~ adv. und prapos. gegen, ent-. Siehe und. 
g. anda-, and- prar., and prlpos. mit akk. auf -- hin, 
an -- herab, -- entlang; an. and- pr4f. z. B. and-
11 t n. Antlitz, and-virki n. Arbeit 1 Ertrag, Gerat 
(vgl. mhd. antwere Krie~smaschine, Uerat), andsvar n. 
Antwort (vgl. as. antswor, ags. andswaru, engl. answer); 
as. ags. and-, as. ant pr!p. mit akk. usque ad, ahd. 
ant- (int-), nhd. mhd. ant-, ent-. Vgl. lit. ant 
prap. mit akk. auf (alt anta}. -- gr. Kv7~, ~vT~v, ~v~r. 
-- lat. ante, antid-ea. -- skr. anti entgegen, vor. 
• • • • 
~, ru.idi~ frtther, vormals. an. endr, enn frtth-
er, vormals, wieder, noch; ags. end vorher; ahd. 
enti frtther, vormals, mhd. ent, end konj. ehe be-
vor. Komp. zu anda. 
ando, ~ f. vestibulum. an. ond f. (und onn) 
vestibulum. Vgl. lat. antae r: pl. Pfeiler vorn 
an beiden Seiten der Tttr. -- arm. dr-and Tttrpfosten. 
{Die Zugeh~rigkeit zu ig. ant- unsicher wegen skr. 
~tt t. Umrahmung der Tttr.) 
~~ n. Stirn. 
en 1 n. Stirn. 
Stirnhaare. -- ir. 
an. enni n. Stirn; ahd. andi, 
Vgl. lat. antiae f. pl. die 
etan Stirn. Vgl. gr. &1rrfoc:,. 
andia m. Ende. g. andeis m. Ende; an. endir m. 
~
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dass.; as. endi m.; ags. ende m.; ahd. anti, enti, 
mhd. ente, ende m. n., nhd. Ende n. Vgl. skr. 
'nta m. Ende, Grenze, Rand, antya der letzte. 
From Hermann Hirt's Handbuch des Urgermanischen, Teil 
II: "Stammbildungs- und Flexionslehre," 1932, page 126: 
~. g. and(a)-, ahd. ant-, as. and-, en~spricht 
in der Bedeutung em gr. ~~T( •gegen'-;-"'I'it. ant mit 
Gen. •auf, zum Zweck von', und die Bedeutung--rentgegen' 
findet sich im Got. noch. 
G. and-standan 'entgegenstehen, widerstreben': gr. , _<:l , « YV'- t.CT'l~' 'entgegenstellen'. 
~ / 
Dazu mit Sohwundstufe got. und, ~VT• ''~o~ augo 
~ augin ~ 
und-rinnan 'hinlaufen', undrldan 'besorgen', ~­
sreipan, unpapliuhan. 
2. Gothic. 
From Sigmund Feist•s Etymologisches W~rterbuch der Go-
tisohen Sprache, 2. Aufl., 1923, page 34: 
, I ' ~ I and Frap. en<, k«TU• o<~ entlang, ttber -- hin, auf 
hin:- In zuss. die vollere Form anda- {meist mit 
Subst.). 
Aisl. and-, ae. and-, ond-, as. and, !.!!.!-, ahd. 
ant-, int-,--ellt- (nur--rti zu'S'i:'") entgegen. - - -
Gr. &YT~ (~VT~V) gegenttber; lit. dial. anta auf, 
zu; arm.~ (O. Finck, K. z. 39,, 5~7 ft.) Frap. mit 
Akk •• got. and, mit Gen. a gr. ~V~L, ai. anti gegen-
ttber, lit. afft auf, zu, lat. ~ (aus *anti) vor. 
Idg. Gdff. !!1.1!. und ill.!.• 
From Wilhelm Streitberg's 12.!!, Gotische Bibel, 2. Teil, 
"Gotisoh-Grieohisch-Deutsches WOrterbuch," 2. Aufl., 1928, 
page g: 
and Prap.m. Akk. entlang, ttber -- hin, auf -- hin. l. 
,.,,...,.., raUmI". nach Verben der Beweguii'g7 Verkttndigung u.a. 
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8&.& -r1voc;: &v«~rx"Tt<:; e.:n) T~ &Ot---~SL~ TW'1K£.p6.~wv· 
and skaljos L 5,:::19; e~dv'l' ~HfPX£rr9a< • and pata 
pairhgaggan da vorttber L 19,4 k ll,33 E 4,6. --
~v T 1111 : Krtp6~l II l V "ra(l~ 1(0.\€.CTI 11• mer jan and 
baurgs M 11,l L ? ,l? R 9 ,l?. -- Ei1<; It M 9 ,26 L 3,3 
4,37 14,23 Mc 1,28.39 14,9 R 10,18. -- £n(-rl L 
4,25. -- ~~T~ T1Yo~ M 8,32 L4,14 8,33 Mc 5,13. --
t<otT« TL L 8,1.39 9,6 15,14; Sk 2,24 4,10 5,6. --
2. zeitl. B.!:!!:. KomX £opT~v· and dul) ruarjoh auf 
jedes !!!l M 27,15 Mc 15,6. -- la. zusammensetzung 
and-: anda- (~). 
From Wilhelm Streitberg's Gotisches Elementarbuch, 5. 
und 6. Autl., 1920, page 160: 
231 Der Wortakzent ruht bei den german. N o m i -
n a llr"o m p o s 1 t i s von Haus aus auf dem e r -
s t e n, bei den V e r b a l k o mp o s i t i s da-
gegen regelm!azig auf dem z w e i t e n Gliede. Die-
se Regel hat auch im Gotisohen gegolten {~36,2). Wir 
k~nnen daher folgende Betonungsunterschiede aufstellen, 
die sich in der d o ~ p e 1 t e n F o r m der Prapo-
si tion anda- (nominal} and- (verbal) deutlich wider-
spiegel~l. N o m i n--S:-1 b i l d u n g e n wie ~f­
lets M 'Erlasz', !na-filh N 'Uberlieferung', ! n d--a -
ha f t s F 'Antwort', ~ n d a - pa h t s adj. ~atr'~· 
'bedaohtig, vernttnftig', b!-mait N 'Beschrieldung', 
raura- a 1 N 'Vorsteheramt', fr~-lets M 'Erlasz•, Jr-
N Erkenntnis' usw. gegenttber 2. V e r b a 1 -:--
~b;::;:;:~ dun g en wie af-l~tan 'erlassen', ana-fllhan 
•ttberliefern', a n d - h l f a n •antworten•, 
and - ~ k ans 'sic esinnen', bi-~itan 
' esc ne den , faura-giggan 'vorangehn', uf-kdnnan 'er-
kennen' usw. Hier ist, wie and- gegenttber dem anda-
der Nomina zeigt, das Pr!fix-ZUr Zeit der germ. Akzent-
verschiebung ein selbst!ndiges Wort gewesen, hat sich 
erst spater mit dem Verbum zu einem einheitlichen 
Ganzen verschmolzen, vgl. Hermann KZ 33,531. Daher die 
Unbetontheit des Pr!fixes. Wenn A. Kock (IF 30,248} 
fttrs Gotische einen viechsel der Betonung zwischen Pra-
fix und Verbum annimmt, so wird dies durch die Intona-
tionsverh!ltnisse n 1 oh t best!tigtl). 
l) Wie Sievers beobachtet hat, 1st a in der Kom-




From F. Holthausen's Altenglisches etymologisohes !!!£-
terbuoh; 1934, page 5: 
and- 2, auch an-, a- Pr!f. "ant-, ent-", arr. as. 
~ ~ -ais. and-, ahd. ant-, go. and a-, im Afr. u. Got. auch 
Prap.:-ifr. and(!I';~-~' end a , go.~ •1n, an, auf, 
entlang", zu lit. ~, ! te; .!!U,! "auf, zu, rttr", 
mbret. enta "also", gr. &C'v-r' "angesichts, gegenttber, 
vor, rttr,B'tatt", lat. ante "gegenttber, var", arm. dnd 
"ftlr, statt, 11.ngs, ttber-:= hin, an, auf", ai. anti---
"gegenttber, vor, hahe", vgl. o1r-, ult-, 'nd{e), otter 
u. WP I, G5tf ••.. 
4. High German. 
From Friedrich Kluge's EtY19logisohes W~rterbuch ~ 
deutschen Spraohe, 11. Aufl., 1934, page 133: 
1909: 
, 
~- Vorsilbe. Dem gr. &~T• 'gegen, statt•, lat. 
ante 'vor' entspricht germ. *and(a), das im Got. ala 
Prap. and 'entlang, auf etw. hin' erscheint, als be-
tonte Vorsilbe in nhd. A n t l 1 tz, - w o r t rort-
besteht (s. d. und a n h e 1 s oh i g , H a n d -
we r k). Als unbetonte Vorsilbe (vor Verben und ihren 
Ableitungen) entspricht ahd. int-, mhd. ent-. Vor t 
wird es zu emp-, daher e m p - f a n g e n , - t e h -
l e n , - f i n d e n aus ahd. int-fahan, -*f8lhan, 
-findan. Ger!t ein so entstandenes pf in Mundarten, die 
kein pf als Ergebnis der hd. Lautverschiebung besitzen, 
so kennen Formen wie empangen entstehen \wie hambel, 
mumbel, drump, oppern aus H a n d - , M .u n d - v o l 1, 
Trump f , op fern): Behaghel 1928 Gesch. d. 
d. Spr. 422. 
From Fr. L. K. Weigand's Deutsohes WOrterbuch, 5. Aufl., 
~-: Vorsilbe, mit der Grundbedeutung "gegen". 
Danae ezeichnet ~ in vielen Verben das Werden, Her-
vorkommen eines neuen zustandes, z. B. entbltthen, ent-
sprieszen, sowie das Versetzen in einen solchen, z:-B. 
entbrennen, entzttnden, anderseits in einer noch greszern 
Anzahl von Verben das Austreten aus dem al ten zustand 
("weg", entkommen, entweichen, entgleiten, entwachsen, 
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entttthren) und gewinnt so beraubende (privative} Bed., 
z. B. entarten, entdeoken, entfesseln, enthaupten in 
Verben, die oft vom Substantiv aus gebildet sind. Vor 
Labialen geht einigemal ent- in emp- ttber, s. emp~ren, 
empfangen, empfehlen, emP'finden. Den Substantiven in 
denen die Vorsilbe ent- erscheint. liegen Verba gleioher 
Zusammensetzung zugrunde, wflhrend bei ursprttnglioher 
zusammensetzung mit Substantiven nooh die ungesohwaohte 
Form.!!!.!- (s. d.) sich erhielt. Mhd. ent-, gewehnlich 
gekttrzt en-, ahd. ant-, int-, gekttrzt in-, unt-; dazu 
asachs. and-, !!!.!-, ~dl. ont-, ags. on--raus----orid-, ~-), 
anord. !lli!-, got. ~-, vor Substantiven auc1i""inda-. 
Als selbstlndiges Wort erscheint die vorsilbe Tii<ier 
got. Prf!p. and "worauf hin, entlang, entgegen", asachs. 
and "bis". "tfber die Urverwandtsohaft s. ant-. z. T. 
II'egt dem heutigen ent aber auch die VorsIIOe in zu-
grunde, namentlioh beI" den Verben der zweiten XI'asse, 
wie entbrennen. 
From Hermann Paul's Deutsches Werterbuch, 2. Aufl., 
1908• pages 135-136: 
ant-, Pratix in festen verbalen Zuss. 1) In den 
meistellF!llen ist es durch Abschw!ohung in unbetonter 
Silbe entstanden aus ahd. int- aus noch !lterem ant-, 
welohes starkbetont (in nominaler Zus.) erhalten 1st, 
jetzt noch vorliegend in Antlitz, Antwort. Dieses ant-
entspricht griechisohem «~T( und die Grdbd. ist ~gegen~ 
(i~ r!umlichem Sinne}. Diese liegt den nominalen Zuss. 
zu Grunde. Noch nahe steht ihr die Verwendung in ent-
bieten, -sprechen, -halten 1, sowie in empfangen, emp-
fehlen, empfinden, in denen em.pf- durch Assimilation 
aus ent#- entstanden 1st. Sonst hat ent- die Bedeutung 
"von etwas weg" angenommen, deren Ableitung aus der 
Grdbd. noch nicht aufgekl!rt 1st. Diese Bedeutung ist 
am deutlichsten in einer groszen A.nzahl von Verben, 
neben denen der Gegenstand, von dem die Entfernung 
stattfindet, im Dat. stehen, teilweise aber auch durch 
eine trennende Frap. (von, aus) angeknttpft werden kann. 
Intransitiva: entfahren, -gehen, -kommen, -laufen, 
-springen, -steigen, -schleichen, -kriegen, -schlttpfen, 
-fliegen, -wischen, -fliehen, -(t}rinnen, -sohwinden, 
-weiohen, -fallen, -sinken, -gleiten, -flieszen, -str~ 
men, -waohsen, -stammen; in poetischer Sprache: ent-
eilen, -wallen, -sttlrzen, -f'lattern, -sohweben, -schau-
men, -sprudeln, -tr!ufeln, -beben. -dampfen, -duften, 
-blitzen, -lodern, -schimmern, -strahlen, -brausen, 
-rauschen, -schallen, -bltthen, -keimen, -wachen (einem 
Traume) u. a. Seit Kl . haben sich diese ~ss. in 
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poetischer Sprache sehr vermehrt, wogegen sich schon 
Sch~naioh im Neologischen W~rterb. wendet. Transitiva: 
entfernen, -frem.den, -ftthren, -reiszen, -ziehen, 
-looken, -pressen, -ringen, -rttcken, -winden, -nehmen, 
-leihen, -lehnen; poetisch entdrttcken, -saugen, -sch~p-
fen, -schtttteln u. a. Ein Akk., der erst durch die 
zus. m~glich geworden ist und vom ein:l:'achen Verb. nicht 
abh&ngen kann, steht in poetischer Sprache neben ent-
schmeicheln (einem ein Geheimnis u. dergl.), -winken 
(Kl., Bttrger), -kttssen. Kein Dat. steht, weil die Ent-
fernung vom Subj. verstanden wird, neben entlassen, 
-senden. Ein Dat. ist auch nicht mOglich neben den 
uneigentl. verwendeten entsetzen, -stellen, -heben, 
-zttcken, sich enthalten, -scriagen, sowie neben ent-
stthnen, -bl~szen. Die Vorstellung der Entfernung van 
etwas hat sich in die des Hervortretens in die Erschein-
ung gewandelt in entspringen (ein ~uell, ein Uebel ent-
springt), -sprieszen, -stehen 2. In einer Gruppe von 
transitiven Verben bezeichnet ent- ein Rttckg!ngigmachen 
dessen, was das einfache Verb. besagt, die Vornahme des 
Entgegengesetzten. Ausgegangen ist die Verwendung von 
solchen F!llen, in denen das einfache Wort ein Be-
festigen, Verbinden, Zusammenlegen oder dergl. bezeich-
net. Vgl. entdecken, -httllen, -laden, -binden, -schlie- -
szen, gttrten, schnallen, -spannen, -stricken, -falten, 
-rollen, -wiokeln, -wirren, -rttsten, -t!uschen, -w~hnen 
(zu gew~hnen, mhd. auch einfach wenen). Manche der so 
mit ent- zusammengesetzten Verba sind Ableitungen aus 
Substantiven, vgl. entadeln, -ehren, -f!rben, -fesseln, 
-kleiden, -korken, -siegeln, -waffnen, -weihen, -zau-
bern, -sch&digen. Nach diesen werden dann Zuss. mit 
ent- direkt aus Substantiven aogeleitet, ohne dasz die 
einfachen Verba in entsprechender Bedeutung vorhanden 
sind, und diese dr-oken dann ein Wegnehmen des durch 
das Subst. bezeichneten Gegenstandes aus vgl. entbttrden, 
-eisen, -erben, -fetten, -haaren, -haupten, (mhd. hou-
beten in gleichem Sinne, vgl. kOpfen), -httlsen, -k~r­
pern, -krlften, -larven, -lasten, -lauben, -masten, 
-nerven, -ratseln, -rinden, -schleiern, -schuhen, 
-seelen, -thronen, -wassern, -werten, -wOlken, -wurzeln, 
-ziffern, -blttttern, -vOlkern, wonach noch manche an-
dere hie und da, namentlich in poetischer Sprache ge-
wagt werden, vgl, ent!sten (Goe.), -blttmen, -atmen {s. 
d.}, -jochen, -runzeln, -geistern, -gOttern. Als Intr. 
stehen entarten und entgleisen vereinzelt. Einige 
zuss. lassen sich an ein Adj. direkt anlehnen: entheil-
igen, -schuldigen (vgl. besch.), -wttrdigen, -mutigen 
(vgl. erm.); danach gebiluet sind entmttndigen, -christ-
lichen, -sittlichen, -bl~d~n und andere nur poetische 
worter wie entheitern (t.J..;, -!hnlichen (Kl.), 
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-schttohtern (Goe.), -bittern (Rttokert). Den an Adjek-
tiva angelehnten W~rtern sind einige aus Substantiven 
abgeleitate zuzugesellen, die ein Wegnehmen der duroh 
das Subst. ausgedrttokten Eigensohaften bezeichnen: 
entjungfern, -mannen, -mensohen, -puppen. 2) In einigen 
Flllen geht ent- zurttck auf ahd. in-, welches mit 
unserer Prlp. in identisch ist und in der Verbalzus. 
das Geraten in einen Zustand ausdrttokt. Die Vermisohung 
beider Prafixe wird zunachst daduroh veranlaszt sein, 
dasz das t von int- vielfach an den folgenden Konsonan-
ten assimiliert war. ~n die schon im Ahd. vorhandenen 
Verba haben sich dann jttngere mit gleioher Funktion des 
ent- angeschlossen. Hierher zu stellen sind entbrennen, 
•Zttnden, -sohlafen, -glim.men (poet.), -gltthen {poet.), 
-lodern (poet.), -fachen, -flammen, -schlummern, 
-schwellen (poet.}. Aus en-• in hervorgegangen ist 
ent- auch in entgegen, entzwei, vgl. auch empor, emp~ren. 
From Otto Behaghel's "Zur Lehre von der deutschen Wort-
bildung,'' in Wissensohaftliche Beihefte ~ Zeitschrift des 
allgemeinen deutschen Sprachvereins, 3. Reihe, 1896-1901, 
pages 144-145: 
2. z u r V o r s i l b e e n t-. 
Die Zusammensetzungen von Zeitw~rtern mit der Vor-
silbe e n t- zerfallen in zwei Hauptgruppen. In der 
einen entsprioht die Bedeutung der Vorsilbe ganz deut-
lich der des auch lautlioh verwandten griech. 4~T{; 
vgl. z. B. got. a n d s t a n d a n entgegenstellen, 
alts. an t h e b b i an standhalten gegen etwas; 
got. a n d ha u s j a n anh~ren (sich hGrend gegen 
einen hinwenden, vgl. lat. o b o e d i r e), e n t -
g e 1 ten (vgl. grieoh. ~~T,olow~t). In der zweiten 
Gruppe hat e n t - die Bedeutung des LoslOsens: z. B. 
e n t s e tz e n , e n t f l i e h e n , e n t 1 a -
d e n , e n t k 1 e i d e n , e n t w u r z e 1 n 
e n t m a n n e n , e n t m u t i g e n , e n t -
b l ~ sz e n. 
Man hat nun gemeint, es sei notwendig, noch eine 
dritte Gruppe anzunehmen, in der von der Grundbedeutung 
h 1 n e 1 n auszugehen sei, und bei deren Gliedern die 
Vorsilbe en t - lautlioh mit got. 1 n im zusammen-
hang stehe (vgl. got. 1 n s a n d j a n entsenden, 
1 n tun d nan entzttndet werden). Es ist geltend 
gemacht worden, dasz neben e n t b i e t e n ahd. 
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1 m b o t , neben mhd. e n t b 1 z e n i m b 1 z 
stehe; die Kraft dieses Hinweises wird jedoch aufge-
hoben durch die Thatsaohe, dasz den beiden eben genann-
ten Zeitw~rtern im .Alts!chsischen die WOrter a n d -
b i o d a n und a n d b i t a n gegenttberstehen, die 
keine Beziehung zum got. 1 n - haben kOnnen. Weiter 
1st nun Paul ebenso wie Wilmanns der Ansicht, dasz es 
zum Verstlndnis der sogenannten Inchoativa der Heran-
ziehung der gotischen Bildungen mit 1 n - bedttrfe 
{vgl. z. B. e n t b r e n n e n , e n t s c h l a-
f en}. Ich kann diese Notwendigkeit nicht zugeben. 
Einerseits erhebt wieder das 4lts!chsi s che Einsprache 
mi t seinem a n s w e 15' t"··-a-n-- t: entschlafen), ander-
sei ts besteht keine Schwierigkeit, an die Grundbedeut-
ung e n t g e g e n anzuknttpfen: diese Verba bezeich-
nen "die auf einen zustand hin eingeschlagene Riohtung". 
Den einfachsten .Deweis fttr die M~glicli.keit dieser Ent-
wickelung liefert das Lateinische, in dem eine ganze 
Anzahl von Inchoativen mit der Vorsiloe o b - gebil-
det werden: o b a r d e s c o , o b a r e s c o , 
o b a t r e s c o , o b b r u t e s c o , o b d o r -
m i o , o b d u 1 c e s c o o b d u 1 c o , o b -
d u r e s o o , o b d u r o , o b e s o , o b i -
r a s c o r , o b l a n g u e s c o , o b 1 e n i o , 
o b 1 i t e s c o , o b m u t e s o o , o b r i -
g e s e o , o b s a t u r o , o b s o p i o , o b -
s t u p e s c o usw. (vgl. Delbrttck, vgl. Syntax s. 
683). 
Nicht ganz leicht ist es zu sagen, wie die Bedeut-
ung der Trennung aus derjenigen der Annaherung, aus der 
Bedeutung e n t g e g e n entstanden ist. Es fehlt 
ja nicht an einzelnen Bertthrungen beider Vorstellungen: 
vgl. e n t b r e n n e n -- l o s b r e n n e n , 
e n t b 1 tt h e n -- e r b 1 tt h e n (e r - : got. 
us - aus), en t g e gen n eh men -- ab n eh -
m e n , a n h ~ n g e n e i n e m -- a b h a n g e n 
v o n e i n e m , a n h ~ r e n -- a b h o r e n ; 
man s a g t e i n e m a b , indem man ibm e n t -
g e g e n s p r i ch t , man s ch l a g t e t w a s 
w e g , indem man es z u r n ck s ch 1 ! g t , ibm 
e n t g e g e n s ch 1 ! g t . Dem deutschen a n -
b 1 n den entspricht griech. l~SI~; im Lateinischen 
ist o b - in einigen Zeitw8rtern der trennenden Be-
deutung nahe gekommen, ~gl. o b e o , o b l i v i -
s c o r , o b 1 o c o , o b r o d o , o b r o g o , 
o b s o 1 e o , o b s o r b e o , o p p e r i o 
(om i t to'?). 
So hat sich denn ~ 1 1~;t tc~ i anderen deu tschen Vor-
sil ben aus dem Begr i f' L' . ..:..si .~ ..mn!herung der der 'l'rennung 
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entwiokelt. Bis ins Neuhochdeutsche reichen dera~ti ge 
Bildungen mit be-, vgl. be n eh men , be -
r a u b e n , b e s ch n e 1 d e n . Ich verweise 
fern er auf die Zusammensetzungen der !l. terer• .Spr1-;i.(! hG, 
diem.it a t (:lat. ad) gebildet sind. Im Gotischen 
erscheint a t h a f j a n herabheben, a t h a h a n 
herabhangen, a t s t e i g a n herabsteigen; im Ags. 
z. B. a t f 1 e o n entfliehen, ! t 1 a e d a n 
fortftthren, ! t n i m a n entnehmen. 
Immerhin liegen bei a t - und b e -, und beim 
lat. o b - die Yerh!ltnisse entschiedeD anders, als 
bei e n t -. Bei jenen drei Vorsilten spielt die 
trennende Bedeutung doch nur eine untergeordne t e Rolle; 
bei e n t - dagegen 1st sie die herrschende geworden. 
Ich m~chte daher glauben, dasz hier die Entwickelung 
noch durch einen besonderen Umstand gef~rdert worden 
sei. 
Die zwei indogermanischen Umstandsworter, die im 
Griech. &lT~», lat. a b einer sei ts und lat. o b an-
dersei ts vorliegen, sind im Germanischen z~sam:menge­
fallen in der Bildungssilbe, die got.-alts. a f , 
angels. o f lautet. Neben Zeitwertern nun, die die 
Bildungssilbe a f - aufwiesen mit der Grundbedeutung 
en t g e gen , standen verwandte Verba mit der 
Bildungssilbe a n t -: vgl. z. o. angs. o f d r a e -
d a n und alts. a n t d r a d a n ffirchten, angs. 
o f i r n a n einholen -- got. a n d r i n n a n 
entgegenrennen, alts. a f s e b b i a n -- mhd. e n t -
s e b e n wahrnehmen, angs. o f s e o n betracht en 
-- got. a n d s a i h w a n , angs. o n s e o n , 
angs. o t s e t t a n besetzen -- got. a n d s a t -
j an. So hat man denn Ver~nlassung erhalten, auch in 
anderen Verwendungen den Bildungen mit a f - solche 
mit an d - zur Seite zu stellen. 
Consult further W. Wilmanns's Deutsche Grammatik, 2. 
Abt., "Wortbildung," 2. Aufl., 18S9, pages 142-150; George 
o. Curme's A Grammar of the German Language, rev. and enl., 
1922, pages 435-436. 
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CHAPTER VIII 






v. Deprivation. a. 
VI. Deprivation. b. 
VII. Apomorphosis. 
VIII. Disqualification. a. 
IX. Disqualification. b. 
A. Eruption. 
B. Inchoation. 
The authorities quoted in chapters VI and VII show 
varying degrees of agreement. On some matters there is no 
question; on others there is a decided lack of unity of 
opinion. Where it is necessary for the subject of this in-
vestigation, a decision must here be made on these debated 
matters. 
It would be instructive to tabulate the genetic classi-
fioations of various authorities, such as Paul, Wilm.anns, 
Seip, and Grimm, to compare them, but this work must be left 
to a time when this thesis may be enlarged. 
The authorities agree that the original meaning of the 
prefix in Germanic was 'towards'. It can be shown, however, 
that some compounds retain the Indo-Germanic meaning •ange-
sichts, in the face of' (Brugmann, quoted above, page 68). 
8? 
This is the sense found in the Latin quotation on page 75, 
"aput forum ante tribunale suom propositum habeto, quam 
viam ••• locaturus sit.~ The usual Latin expression is ooram. 
(Compare Spanish ante, page 75, perhaps a redevelopment.) 
But as a prefix, ob- expresses the same notion. The meaning 
- 27 
can well be named "opposition." 
27 
At convenient places in the text, the title of each 
category will be given, the one-word mnemonic name first, 
and other brief data. At the end of the chapter, these 
rubrics will be assembled in a table. 
I. Opposition. 
When the compounds appropriate to this category are 
examined for the original meaning, it is discovered that in 
many the element of a personal presence is strong, especial-
ly in Gothic. This fact lends weight to the hypothesis that 
our prefix is derived ultimately from a noun meaning 'face.' 
The three Gothic verbs belonging in this categ9ry are ~­
si tan, andhaitan, andqipan. As analyzed here, their origi-
nal meanings were respectively 'sit in judgment before', 
'call (avow} before witnesses', and •speak face-to-face•. 
In andsitan the "presence" pertains to the subject of the 
verb; in andhaitan to others; in andqipan indifferently to 
the subject or to others. Thus ~ implies a presence, no 
matter whose. Let its spatial range be defined as follows: 
•near and in the range of vision (of some one).' This range 
is a truncated conoid. (FoT. the idea of nearness, compare 
the Sanskrit.) 
The element of personality has been weakened in Old 
High German. Intratan 'to feel dread before' and infindan 
'experience {find) in the presence thereof' are already ap-
plicable to things which have no presences, i.e., no faces. 
This is due to a shift of mental focus. The meaning is 
merely 'opposite, before, up against.• 
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There are two types of verbs which, compounded with~ 
in the meaning Opposition permitted a permutation; each type 
effected a new category. First are verbs denoting motion 
towards or action affecting (the mental focus being with the 
end-point of the motion or the one affected). Second are 
verbs denoting motion away from (the mental focus being with 
the starting-point of the motion). 
It is dangerous to offer equivocal cases as examples, 
because they may be imitations of the cases which really un-
derwent permutation. It will be understood, therefore, that 
the following examples may never have been in category I. 
Intgeltan meant 'pay in the presence'; andsakan 'dispute in 
the presence, or standing before.' So intfliahan meant 'flee 
in the presence, flee before'; andletnan 'be let off in the 
presence.' 
originally the prefix gave the region of the act. But 
attention was not centered on the general region, which was 
taken for granted, but on the .locus of the motion. By a 
process of permutation, ~ was finally apprehended as di-
rectional. 
To classify the verbs of category I, Opposition: 
1. With verbs not denoting motion or action affecting 
the thing opposite which it takes place. 
{These verbs, of course, retained the meaning Opposition.) 
*2. With verbs denoting motion or action affecting the 
thing opposite which it takes J;>lace. 
a. Verbs denoting approach. (II.)28 
28 
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A conspectus of the mnemonic names of the categories 
is ~iven for reference in lieu of an outline at the head of 
this chapter, with the corresponding numerization. 
b. Verbs denoting ablation. (III.) 
(The asterisk marks a class which is equivocal and merges 
into another category. The number of the category into which 
the class merges is given in parentheses after the descrip-
tion of the class.) 
An act with two terminal points must be placed in the 
category of Approach or of Ablation according to which point 
is in the focus, or, occasionally, according to which point 
has a presence (is personal). In intfahan the end of the 
motion is important (as in the simplex, fahan): one takes 
.!2. oneself, into one's possession. (Possession was a con-
crete thing to those who could express it by besitzen 'sit 
:::on.') Some cases, however, waver; for example, inthaban. 
In this word, although actual motion is not expressed, its 
equivalent, both physical ana. psychological is present. 
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To hold a thing against an accelerating foroe is equivalent 
to accelerating it. (The trouble is, however, that the force 
against which the thing is being held may be either attract-
ive or repulsive. Inthalden in the face of an attraction is 
Ablation from the center of attraction; in the face of a re-
pellant force, Approach to that center.} Now, which is the 
stronger or more important "personality": the storm which 
drives a traveler to shelter, or the person who offers him 
hospitality (holds him)? In other words, does the latter 
hold his guest ~ from the storm, or 12. himself? Of 
course, it really does not make much difference; it is per-
haps best to put this and similar verbs in a class described 
as follows: 
II.-III. Approach or Ablation. 
This fundamental ambiguity of~ at this stage, inherent in 
the very origin of the •towardS"meaning, seems so obviously 
to explain the aris\ng of the meaning •away from' that it is 
surprising to see Paul saying {page 81): "deren Ableitung 
aus der Grdbd. noch nicht aufgekl!rt 1st." The difficulty 
encountered by most scholars in explaining the origin of 
Ablation seems to be aaused by the fact that they depart 
from the meaning 'entgegen' ~without considering the meaning 
•vor', which is more primitive. Thus Wilmann's explanation 
(Deutsche Grammatik, 2. Abt., 2. Aufl., 1899, page 143) hits 
at the right answer, but is cloudy. 
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II. Approach (literal or figurative, physical or psycholo-
gical), Direction Towards or!!,, Return, Retention. 
In the investigation at first Ablation was derived from 
Approach, by shift of focus. Thus entnehmen was supposed 
first to have come to mean 'take towards oneself' and later, 
the mental focus shifting from the end-terminal of the act 
to the starting terminal, 'take from another.' But the 
superfluity of supposing such a step is obvious. 
Approach developes along some lines which will not be 
given separate numeration. One is Hostile Approach. Both 
Jacob Grimm (Deutsche Grammatik, 2. Theil, Scherer edition, 
page 798) and Dr. Elsbeth Seip (Die gotischen Verba !!!!.! ~ 
Prarix ~-, 1923, page 6) assume that Hostile Approach was 
the original meaning, from which mere Approach was obtained 
by weakening. This theory would not be suggested to one who 
began to trace the Germanic development from Opposition 
(Latin coram). If Approach arose from Hostile Approach by 
permutation, the pleonastic use of !E.1 with verbs of Hostile 
Approach must be assumed. In the reverse permutation, no original 
pleonasm need be assumed; in fact, the permutation causes a 
pleonasm to appear. 
Hostile Approach may be designated by II~. An example 
(non-equivocal) is Gothic andrinnan. 
Entgelten means 'pay over'; but a payment returns a 
benefit. The mental focus may have been shifted at one time 
to the element of return, ana ~ consequently applied to 
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other verbs in a sense of Return (II~). 
III. Ablation, Direction Away ~' Retention. 
In the Merseburg charms we already find inspringan and 
invaran. During the ninth century this class was very 
fruitful; in the thirteenth it was still popular; and it is 
probably still functioning today {it is included in the 
Muret-sanders dictionary,~ .!2.£! ent-). For remarks on 
the syntax, see the quotation from Paul, pages 81-83. 
Ablation shifts into what is here called Evolution. To 
understand the rise of this new category, it must be under-
stood that certain verbs denoting complicative processes 
were in Old High German quite ambiguous. This may be ex-
plained by reference to the case of tun in modern German. 
Compounded with~ it means 'open', with~ 'close'. The 
verb luhhan meant sometimes 'open', sometimes 'close'. In 
the Minnesanger we find decken meaning 'uncover'. Of course, 
the speaker• of the language were not without recourse when 
it was necessary to distinguish between the two opposed 
meanings of these words. There were adverbs and prefixes 
whioh might be employed for that purpose. From wintan 'wind' 
were formed inwintan and intwintan, meaning 'wind up, invol-
vere' and 'unwind, evolvere' respectively. .!!!!- was appro-
priate to the latter meaning since it denoted Ablation: a 
thing unwound (a winding) was removed. From the Latin trans-
' 
lation of the two words last cited, terms can be formed to 
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name the two types of verbs: involutionary and evolutionary. 
*l. With verbs not of ~edoing {evolution) or deprivation. 
{+ in~ A.) 
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The plus sign denotes 'phonetic associative inter-
ference with' (see A, Eruption, below). 
*2. With verbs of undoing {evolution) or deprivation. 
This use was a functional use, since the sim-
ple verb was often ambiguous: the simplex or 
a corresponding compound usually assumed the 
other meaning (doing up or involution, pro-
vision). 
a. Verbs of evolution. (IV.} 
b. Verbs of deprivation (a sub-set of a). {V.) 
IV. Evolution, Undoing. (In the new verbs of this class, 
the prefix was applied to a simnlex of involution 
or to a word containing an af'fix correlative to 
the ent- and denoting involuti 0n , ent- in the lat-
ter 'O'a'Se replacing the prefix.) ~ 
Psychologically belonging to this category are some 
verbs without any verb of involution corresponding to them 
yet found {the~ having been rather pleonastic than 
functional): thus intspenan from *spenan (M.H.G. spenen) 
•wean'. {This is assuming that *spenan never meant 'give 
suck to', which would render intspenan an ordinary case.) 
so also enthaupten was probably derived from houbeten with-
out any interference from the verb houbeten 'put at the 
head, make the chief.' 
The presence of five verbs of evolution in Gothic (and-
bindan, andbundnan, andhuljan, andwasjan, andhamon1 ~· 
found at first somewhat disturbing to the(supposition that 
Evolution was derived from Ab1"'. t-.Lrm, since Ablation plays 
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suoh a small part in the meaning of the prefix in Gothic. 
But the Gothic remains are too scanty to attribute muoh 
weight to the numerical distribution of the meanings. At 
any rate, it was found that any effort me.de to explain the 
independent development of Evolution from Opposition paraJ:. 
leled the development, Opposition to Approach and Ablation, 
so that the history of Evolution would be absorbed in that 
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development. 
Perhaps to explain the slight extension of Ablation 
in Gothic over against the greater extension of Evolution, 
one may adduce that Gothic was already provided with a pre-
fix of Ablation (fra-, not to mention af-), whereas Evolu-
tion needed an expression. (In High German, the meaning of 
abe- seems to have tended to Rupture. Fra-, for some rea-
SO'ii became unproductive.) As a last resort, we can derive 
Gothic's Evol~tion from Approach, by shift of mental focus, 
as suggested ~bove for Ablation. 
Two subeets of Evolution or Undoing, namely the Undoing 
of a Provision and the Undoing of a ~ualifioation (Faoti-
tion), gave rise to important new applications of!!!.!, and, 
although they were probably not felt as distinct from Evolu-
tion, will be assigned separate categories (V and VIII). 
l. Undoing not of a provision or qualification (facti-
ti ve). 
*2. Undoing of a provision. (V.) 
*3. Undoing of a qualification (factitive). (VIII.) 
(See note under VII.) 
some qualifications are provisions, that is, those expressed 
by factitive verbs based on adjectives denoting provision. 
Hence there is some overlapping, but the important matter is 
the part of speech, and undoing of a provisive-faotitive 
should be traced under VIII, Disqualification. a. 
V. Detrivation. a {a sub-set of IV). * . Verbs with a nominal base. (VI.) 
*2. Verbs with an adjectival base (a sub-set of VIII). 
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The shift of verbs of Deprivation of this type~ (that 
is, verbs segregated from Evolution because of their special 
importance) to the .next olass was by what we might call "syn-
tactical permutation". This may be exemplified by the phrase 
derring ~(which, rather, illustrates in fact error): in 
that phrase~ was formerly a verb, in fact, an infinitive. 
Spenser supposed it to be a noun. Thus a ratio was drawn 
between kraft and entkreften (in spite of the umlaut), while 
it should have been drawn between k:reften and entkreften; 
the same ratio was applied to wo=ds like Larve 'mask', giving 
entlarven 'unmask'. (Notice the absence of umlaut, although 
I am not prepared to say that no ~-compounds directly from 
nouns were umlauted.) Verbs like entlarven will be assigned 
to a sep.;arate category VI, although in the national mind 
they arejdentified with those of category v. 
VI. Deprivation • .!?.· 
1. With nouns used literally. 
*2. With nouns used metonJDlioally (in synecdoche). (VII.) 
some verbs do not denote the deprivation from some 
thing expressed in the base, but from the (essential) quali-
ties or the thing expressed in the base. Thus entmannen 
does not denote 'deprive of a man, or of men', but 'deprive 
of the essential qualities of man, render no man.• This 
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seems to be effected by compounding nouns used in a syneo-
doohio sense. Later other similar compounds were made with-
out the mediation of a figure ot speech. 
VII. Apomorphosis (Defactition, with nominal base). 
1. Denoting partial loss of character or nature. 
2. Denoting total loss of character or nature. (May 
contribute to IX through the fundamental 
likeness of adjective and noun.) 
It might be considered that here, too, there could be a 
preparatory stage, in which verbs of Apomorphosis were de-
rived, instead of from nouns, from verbs of ttEpimorphosis," 
just as verbs of Deprivation were derived from those of Pro-
vision and verbs of Disqualification (VIII) from those of 
~ualifioation. Such a verb of Epimorphosis is ermannen 
(Lexer: "!la. man sein, werden, mut fassen"), found around 
the beginning of the thirteenth century. (Lexer gives a ci-
tation for entmannen only in the fourteenth century.) The 
derivation from Deprivation, however, seems more plausible. 
If it is thought desirable, in spite of all, to leave the 
possibility of derivation of Apomorphosis directly from Evo-
lution open, VII may be divided into VII.a and VII.b, corre-
sponding to V and VI respectively, or to VIII and IX. 
verbs of Deprivation and Disqualification are, as has 
been noticed above, merely segregated oases of verbs of Evo-
lution, and form sub-sets of that category. No further in-
troduction is necessary for category VIII. 
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*VIII. Disqualification. a (a sub-set or IV). (Some oases 
are v.2.) (IX,-the cases identical with V.2 ef-
fecting IX. 2. ) 
The same "syntactical permutation" which produced VI 
from v operated on *VIII. By the general meaning of Evolu-
tion or Undoing, verbs of Disqualification were formed on 
ratios similar to the following: wttrdigen I entwttrdigen : 
beschuldigen / entschuldigen : ermutigen / entmutigen. 
Later, by syntactical permutation, the ratio was appreciated 
as follows: wttrdig I entwt1rdigen : sohuldig /. ~ntschuldigen 
a mutig / entmutigen. Naturally the tiKe was ripe f'or for-
mations like bl~de / entblOden. 
IX. Disqualification.]! (Defactition, with adjectival base). 
1. With general adjectives. (This type may contribute 
to VII, through the f\:i.ndarnen ta.l likeness of 
adjective and noun.) 
2. With adjectives of content or endowment {a sub-set 
of 1). 
Adjectives of content or endowment {as mutig) produce 
disqualificatives which are at the same time privatives. 
Entmuten (VI) is equivalent to entmutigen {IX). Adjectives 
of the type -~would be capable, if frequently enough com-
pounded with ent, of leading to derivatives directly from 
nouns of the type ent--igen, without an intervening adjecti-
val stage. As yet, this remains only in the realm of possi-
bilities. 
When evolutionary {privative, apomorphotio, disqualifi-
oative) verbs on a nominal or adjectival basis coexist with 
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involutionary (provisive, epimorphotic, qualificative) verbs 
on the same base, it is not always possible to tell whether 
the evolutionary verb was formed from the involutionary verb 
(V, VII.a, VIII) or from the noun (VI, VII.bl or adjective 
(IX). 
*A. Eruption, Escape. ( + in ~ B.) 
On page 93 , after the description of the first group 
of verbs of Ablation, "verbs not of undoing (evolution) or 
deprivation," the indication"+ in~ A" was given. There-
by preparation was made for the explanation or the deriva-
tion from Ablation of the meaning Eruption. 
In the ninth century, such verbs as inbrenDen, inbrin-
.!!!!!. (inprinnan), inliuhtan may be observed. These seem to 
correspond to Gothic compounds such as inbrannjan, inliuht-
jan, transitives. (Otfrid's inbrinnan and the inprinnan of 
Muspilli are intransitive; inliuhtan varies.) If we inter-
pret these as compounds with in like the Gothic verbs, sub-
sequent forms containing 1!U, or ~ must be explained as 
phonetic interferences: so entbrennen, entleuchten, and 
their analogues. This is the explanation of Paul (see page 
83), and it is the explanation used in constructing the 
genetic table of the meanings of ~ for this thesis. 
But not all authorities are with Paul on this. Be-
hag~l (see page 83) cites several Latin compounds with ob 
showing inchoa ti on (all :·\ " ~: :leven, however, have the inohoa ti ve 
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suffix; it is not very surprising that these denote Inchoa-
tion), and suggests a regular development or the meaning of 
!!!.! from Opposition to Inchoation (a meaning related closely 
to that of Eruption or Zxoitation to Eruption,.for which see 
B below). Behaejleltried to dig up other supporting evidence 
tor this trend, I have no doubt, but managed only to find 
Old Saxon answe~ian •entschlafen'. Is this not the prepo-
31 
sition an, Gothic ana 'in, etc.'? - -
3 
It may be noted here that some of Grimm's Old English 
examples of "ent" probably really contain West
6
Saxon on 'in': 
in Deutsche Grammatik, 2. Theil, page 801, onlyhtan, ontyn-
~ (onstandan?). 
Wil.manns (D. ~., 2. Abt., 2. Aufl., 1899, page 145) 
admits the interference of.!!!., but suggests that some in-
ohoatives had a regular development: 
••• Auch diese Bedeutung entspringt daraus, dass 
int- auf den Ausgangspunkt der Thltigkeit hinweist, 
kann also auch bei den Verben der ersten und zweiten 
Gruppe stattfinden, kommt aber bei ihnen weniger zur 
Geltung, weil das negative, aufhebende und trennende 
Moment ttberwiegt. Zum Teil aber beruhen diese Inchoa-
ti va wohl auf Composi tis mi t .!.!!.· •• 
Wilmanns's "negatives, aufhebendes und trennendes Moment" 
is what was round in~- (foot-note 30, page 94 above) and 
named with Rupture. By "der ersten und zweiten Gruppe" he 
means practically what would be meant in this essay by "of 
Approach and Ablation." Wilmanns is thinking of the spe-
cialized, as it were, pregnant, Ablation involved in.!!!,-
blttejen, entsinnen, entspriezen, intsten. There is not 
only a removal (from the source outwards), but also an 
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. unfolding, an origin. 
This pregnance can be adequately explained as being 
contributed by the simplex. The common element which seems 
attribuable to the prefix is a sudden appearance or emer-
gence, a breaking out or Eruption. Having this as a start-
ing-point, one will find the problem much simplified. 
How does Eruption differ from Ablation? Mainly in the 
absence or a definite direction. But there is, neverthe-
less, an element of Ablation in Eruption, and this element 
formed the material for the operation of a phonetic associa-
tive interference (pages 44-47). The 1!!-oompounds of Erup-
tion, transitive and intransitive, when uttered evoked two 
images (the sound (in] being capable of evoking Eruption or 
Ablation); these images fused easily; in was apprehended as 
a member of the in/!!!.1 family, and in the dialectal waver-
ing of the ti~e could be replaced by .!B.!· The fusion with 
Abl~tion permitted freer formation of compounds; the erup-
tion referred to might be less violent, and amount to mere 
Emergence. 
Not very tar removed was the meaning Escape. Words 
like intfliahan could already denote directional Escape or 
Ablation; the meaning now containing indefiniteness of di-
rection, the Escape oould be that of amorphous objects and 
fluids: engiezen •overflow', modern entkochen •cook over 
(and out)'• Suddenne~~ i~ almost lost. 
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B. Inohoation, Causation. 
The inchoative meaning, as in intslafan and insuebben, 
is clos.ely related to Eruption. Here, too, the preposition 
in was the original element of the formations. It made both 
intransitives (the inchoatives proper) and transitives 
(~ causatives). But the greater abstractness of these words 
gave less in common with Ablation and less likelihood or 
fusion of images. In a context with an inchcative, the 
meaning Ablation, or any other meaning properly associated 
with !.E.1, would be rejected if it arose. 
But once .!.!!! had acquired the meaning Eruption, the 
more general meaning Inohoation would be associated there-
with, and the inchoatives would be brought into the in/int 
group. (Equivocal oases were not lacking to aid this asso-
ciation: entflammen is 'to begin to flame (flammen)'; the 
causative and inchoative verbs on the base inbrenn- might 
easily be confused even in Old High German.) 
other instances of phonetic associative interference 
with~- are too sporadic to be noticed here. 
rn recapitulation of this chapter, a table of the mean-
ings, with an indication of the individual genetic relation-
ships, may be attempted. (The table is simply a collection 
of t he rubrics inserted through the chapter as guides.) 
I. Opposition. 
1. With verbs not denoting motion or action affecting 
the thing opposite which it takes place. 
*2. With verbs denoting motion or action affecting the 
thing opposite which it takes place. 
a. Verbs denoting approach. {II.) 
b. Verbs denoting ablation. (III.) 
II.-III. Approach or Ablation. 
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II. Approach (literal or figurative, physical or psyohologi-
oal), Direction Towards or At, Return, Retention. 
II«· Hostile Approach. 
II~. Return. 
III. Ablation, Direction Away From, Retention. 
*l. With verbs not of undoing \evolution) or deprivation. 
(t- in~ A.) 
*2. With verbs of undoing (evolution) or deprivation. 
This use was a functional use, since the\sim-
ple verb was often ambiguous: the simplex or 
a corresponding compound usually assumed the 
other meaning (doing up or involution, pro-
vision). 
a. Verbs of evolution. (IV.) 
b. Verbs of deprivation (a sub-set of a}. (V.) 
IV. Evolution, Undoing. (In the new verbs of this class, 
the prefix was applied to a simplex of involution 
or to a word containing an affix correlative to 
the ent- and denoting involution, ent- in the lat-
ter case replacing the prefix.) ---
1. Undoing not of a provision or qualification (facti-
ti ve). 
*2. Undoing of a provision. (V.) 
*3. Undoing of a qualification {factitive). (VIII.) 
(See note on VII.) 
v. Deprivation. a (a sub-set of IV). 
*l. Verbs with a nominal base. (VI.) 
*2. verbs with an adjectival base (a sub-set of VIII). 
VI. Deprivation. b. 
1. With nouns used literally. 
VII. 
*2. With nouns used metonymically (in synecdoohe}. (VII.) 
Apomorphosis (Defaotition, with nominal base}. 
1. Denoting partial loss of character or nature. 
2. Denoting total loss of character or nature. (May 
contribute to IX through the fundamental 
likeness of adjective and noun.) 
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*VIII. Disqualification. a {a sub-set of IV). {Some oases 
are v.2.) (IX, the cases identical with V.2 ef-
f'eoting rx.2.) 
rx. Disqualification. b (Defactition, with adjectival base). 
1. With general adjectives. (May contribute to VII, 
through the fundamental likeness of adjective 
and noun.) 
2. With adjectives of content or endowment (a sub-set 
of l). 
A. Eruption, Escape. (+ in ~ B.) 
B. Inohoation, causation. 
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CHAPTER IX 
Gothic and High German Examples 
The principal inductive work done in the pursuit of 
this investigation was the collection of all examples of the 
prefix under consideration from certain literary monuments. 
An attempt was made to assign the meaning of each according 
to the eleven categories (see chapter VIII). The words 
found are in this chapter tabulated and annotated. 
The following glossaries were abstracted: those of 
Paul Piper's~ llteste deutsche Litteratur ~ ~ ~ 
l!h£, !Q.§Q (selections), Piper's edition of Otfrids Evange-
lienbuch, Eduard Sievers's edition of Tatian, Karl Bartsch's 
A 
edition of~ Nibelunge !!21· G. F. Beneoke's W~rterbuch 
zu Hartmanns Iwein was also abstracted. Further, I read 
to page 302, line 20, of Elias von Steinmeyer's 12!!, kleineren 
althochdeutschen Sprachdenlanaler, copying all occurrences of 
the prefix found {and all dubious oases). A few instances 
have been gathered outside this reading. 
The notes which follow the tables are grouped by cate-
gories. Longer notes will be required on the Gothic exam-
ples and on the earlier, no longer active, categories than 
on the others. 
In the tables, the sources are indicated after each 
word, the names sometim~~ u~ing abbreviated after th,first 
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mention. The examples in each century which could not be 
classified or interpreted at all are given at the end of each 
table. 
I • an dhai tan 
andqipan 
andsitan 
























Sixth Century {Gothic) 
andniman? (Naples Papyrus) 
II. 
Eighth Century and Before 
intfahan, infahan {Weiszenburg Catechism), inphahan 
(Sankt Gall Paternoster), antfahan {Isidor); 
infancnissa (Isidor } 
III. inspringan (Mer sdbur g Charms) 
invaran (Merseburg Charms) 
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Ninth Century 
I. infualen {Otfrid) 
inseffen (0.) 
in ts tan tan ( O.) 
intratan {O., Tatian) 
II.-III. inthaben (Otfrid, Rule of the Benedictines); int-
habanii (R.B., II?) 
II. intgeltan {O.), ingeldan (Rithmus ••• de ••• Hluduico rege) 
in thelden ( T.) 
intlihan;{inliheri {T.) 
intfahan (O., T. R.B., Freising Paternoster A, Exhorta-
tio ad plebem ohristianam A, B; to be supplied but 
hardly read in Muspilli 72), intphahan (T.), ent-
fahan (R.B.), anttahan {R.B.), intfaan (Augsburg 
Prayer), infahan {O., Freisinger Paternoster B, T.), 
inphahan ( T. ) 
intfrahan (R.B.) 
intneinen {O.) 
inquedan ( 0.) 




intlazan { T.) 
in tuuerf'an ( o. ) 
in tuuirken ( 0. ) 
inziahan { 0. ) 
in tfallan ( o. ) 
intfliahan ( o.) 
intgangan (O.), ingangan (O., T.), ingan (0.) 
intsizzan (0.) 
inslichan (0.) 
in tslupf'en { 0. ) 
instrichan (O.) 
intuaren (O.) 
intuuichan ( 0.) 
entrahhon (R.B.) 
intredinan (O.) 
insalzan ( o.) 
inzellan ( O. ) 
intuuenan (Old Alemannic Psalm CXXX, perhaps intspenan) 
inbintan {o., R.B.), intbindan (Augsburg Prayer), int-
pindan \Murbach Hymns) 
intdecchan {R.B.), intheken (O.), inthecken (T.) 
intheizan ( 0.) 
intluhhan (R.B., Old AlEIIlannic Psalm CVIII) 
intrihan (R.B., T.) 
intsezzan {R.B.) 
insliazan (0.) 
intuon, induon (T.), induan (O.) 
V.-VI. interen (O., T.) 
inklenken ( o.) 
innagalen (O.) 
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intspenan {R.B., perhaps rather than intuuenan in Old 
A. 
B. 
Alemannio Psalm OXXX) 
1nsperren (O.) 
intuuaton (R.B.), intuuaten (T.), intvvaton {R.B.) 
inliuhten (O.~ T.) 
inbrennen (T.J, inbrinnan (O.), inprinnan (Muspilli} 
inbrestan (Ol) 
inginilan ( T. ) 
inkennen ( T. ) 
incnahen {T.) 
in tslaf an ( T. ) 
insuebben (O.) 
Doubtful examples: 
intberan (0.) (in 'not'} 
inblantan 'auferlegen' (0.) 
imbot 'Auftrag' (0.) 
inthihau 'beginnen' (O.) 
inkan (- ingan) (R.B.) (II? 'ingreditur') 
inkan 'hassen, anklagen' (O.) 
inkinnen 'inponant' {R.B.) 
invaldan •revolvere• (in?) 
Tenth Century 
I. infindan (Notker Labeo) 
enohedan (N .L.) 
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II. inttahan (De heinrioo} (MS. intsi~gina: intfieg ina), 




inf~lan (N .t..) 
inf't'ran ( N .L. ) 
ing:lnnan ( N. L. ) 
intrinnen (PsaJ.m CXXXVIII) 
imbizs (Lay of St. oeorge) 
~ inzundan (N .L.) 
insl&fan (N .L.) 
Doubtful examples: 
indin8t •entledigt' (N.L.) 
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Eleventh century 
II. inphahen (Notker of Vienna's Sermons B), imfahen (N.V. 
s. A}, imphahen (Otloh's Prayer), ••• phahen (N.V. 
S. C) 
intheizen (N.v.s. A) 
III. 1nziehen (N.v.s. B) 
1mfliehen (N.v.s. A) 
intwerdung (N.V. Wessobrunn Confession), 1!!.tuerdung 
~ (H.V. Bamberg Conression) 
intsagen {N.V. First Wessobrunn Credo) 
IV. inbl~nd1n1 (N.V. Bamberg Conf.}, inblandini {N.v.w.c.) 
Ituindun (De definitione) 
A. intliuhten {N.v.s. B), inliuhten (Otloh's Prayer), 
inlviden (Older Physiologus) 
entluhten (Olde~ . Phys.) (weak verb: entlvhtet; inter-
ference of intluhhan and intliuhtan?) 
inzunden (N.V. Spiritual Council) 
B. inslSfen (Older Phys.) 
Doubtful examples: 
antderon 'imitate' (?) (Older Phys.) 
intlouh 'released' (N.v.s. B) 
Intrerteda 'Intemperies' (St. Gall school-work) 
emp • • • ( N • V. S • C ) 
Twelfth Century 
III. enlazen (Lay of Roland) 
Thirteenth Century 
I. enpfinden (Der Nibelunge N6t, Iwein) 
II. enbiuten (I.), enbieten (N.N.) 
engelten (I., NN.), engelden (N.N.) 
entlihen (I.) 
entwerf'en (N .N.) 
enpfahen (I., N.N.), enpfan (N.N.) 
entnemen (I.) 
enthalden (N .N.) 
entmuoten (Wolfram von Eschenbach's Parzival) 
emphelhen (N .N.) 
III. enbizen (I., N.N.) 
enpftteren {N .N.) 
enthalten (I.), enthalden (N.N.) 
entweren (I.) 
engan (N .N.) 
enpfallen (I., N.N.) 
entrinnen {I., N.N.) 
entsitzen (I.) 




IV. embinden (N.N.) 
en bland en (I • ) 
entgesten (N .N.) 
entladen (N .N.) 
entriohten (N.N.) 
entrttsten (N .N.} 
en(t)sliezen (N.N.} 
en twttrken (I. ) 
v.-VI. enterben (I.) 
enteren (I.) 
ensperren (I.) 
entwafenen (I., N.N.) 
B. 
enzttn<len ( N .N. ) 
enbrinnen (N.N.) 
engiezen (N .N.) 
entslafen (I., N.N.) 
entsweben (N.N.) 
noubtfUl examples: 





andhaitan: Original meaning, 'to call .•• in (some one's) 
presence'. The presence was of necessity a si~nificant one; 
here it was the presence of witnesses before w om the calling 
(avowal) was important. Original construction probably ao-
ousati ve of the named and instrumental or vocative of' the 
name. (This from~ priori considerations, but confirmed by 
Delbrttok, Synkretismus, 1907, page 41.) Romans 10.9 fraujin 
Iesu. l Tim. o.12 andhaihaist pemfrh godin andhaita 'called 
by the good calling.' Mark 1.5 all: aitandans frawaurhtim 
seinaim 'calling (their deeds) their sins', calling a spade 
a spade, that is, acknowledging their sins; all these imply 
'before witnesses.' Naturally the word underwent shift of 
mental focus, until the instrumentality of the dative com-
plement was lost. Ellipsis of the accusative would cause 
contusion of the name with the named: Matt. 10.32 andhaitip 
mis 'acknowledged me.' Is the meaning 'praise' borrowed 
from the Greek verb? 
andqipan: 'speak ••• in his presence'. Luke 8.19 atid-
d · dun P£ du~ a1pe1 jah broprjus !! j~ ni mahtedun--
mma faura manage1n 'there came, t en, to him his 
mot e andbbrothers and could not interview him in view of 
the crowd.' That is, they could not have an audience with 
him, sit down before him; he was an important personage 
(had a "presence"} and would ''receive" them. or perhaps 
andqi~ implies merely a personal conversation, race to 
faoe,~ffering from speaking to a group. But 'interview' 
is given in the lexicon for ~uvTuyx~v~ Luke 9.61 is puz-
zling: i~ tfuti~ uslaubei mis andqipan paim )aiei sind in 
f8'rda meI'na a but first give me leave to say good-bye to 
hem that are in my house.' This might be Ablation, 'say 
oneself away' {like our bow oneself out). More probably, 
the young man's leave-taking was an Intimate (face-to-faoe) 
speaking. Was this the situation which leave-taking im-
plied generally to the Goth? The Greek implies 'arrange 
(to get) oneself off.' Was this in Wulfila's mind? 
andsitan: 'sit opposite.' The regular construction 
I believe, is the dative, 'sit opposite to a thing' (Skei: 
reins 8.10, Streitberg ed., unselein). Galatians 2.6 (A) 
andwair~ accusative from the Greek. 1 Cor. 10.27 waiht 
adverbi • One sat opposite in order to look at: andsai~an. 
Either of these concrete verbs could describe the mental 
activity (permutation), 'consider, enquire.' Do not en-
quire about the food (1 Cor. 10.2?); the meaning has been 
adequated somewhat. Jesus paid no attention to their 
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wickedness (Sk. 8.10); here is adequation in another direc-
tion. Compare our dialectal "Ha'nts? I ain't studyin' no 
ha•nts." Would this be a connection of the Gothic with 
Otfrid's intaizzen? That which one ignores, one does not 
fear. Gal. 2.6 (A) ~ ~ andwair 1 .!!!, andsitip 'God does 
not consider {take into consideration a man's person (sta-
tion, appearance?)'. 
in{t)fualen, inseffen, infindan: This may be called 
the perception group. I have put it under Opposition on the 
basis of the following interpretation: & thing must be pre-
sented to the sense-organs before it is perceived. In the 
presence of light, one perceives light. In the presence of 
fire, one perceives heat. The thing perceived comes before 
one, and one 'feels,' •tastes,' or 'finds' it. If, however, 
the Latin peroipere gives a olue to the folk-psychology in-
volved, this may be ranged with intfahan under Approach. 
Ottrid 3.14.35 ih infualta thaz etthesuuer mih ruarta'I took 
in the feeling '"[Or received::::capio again) tna:t' somebody 
moved me.' 
intstantan: •stand before or opposite something.• For 
Opposition in this word we have the analogy of verstehen it-
self (Kluge~~}. One stands before a thing "wn es 
genau zu erkennen," that is, to understand it. Perhaps, 
however, 'understand intellectually' was derived. from 'un-
derstand sensually)'. Thus I see came to mean 'I under-
stand.' To catch another's i'oro:i, one would stand face-
to-face with him. Or, in a situation in which two were com-
municating across a wide stream, the best conditions for un-
derstanding would be when the men were opposite .one another 
on the banks. M.H.G. compare Der gute Gerhard 3114. 
1nt~atan: The simplex of this verb is not found in any 
Germanic language, but it probably was similar in meaning to 
our dread. I interpret 'feel dread in the presence.• This 
is, however, a good case for permutation to (psychological) 
Direction At. 
enohedan: •standing opposite each other, to speak.' 
Notker Labeo de musica 5 S1d t~ nu bechenn~st • uuto ~lle 
die sue5el~ ern~ndertin enCE:idtii 'since thou now knowest""how 
all the flutes correspond to one another.' The idea for 
using cheden may have come to Notker from the Latin word 
oorrespondere. Or do the flutes malce noise (speak) face to 
face? 
II.-III. Approach or Ablation. 
inthaben: 'hol~ to something or away.' Otfrid 1.14.13 
~ innan thes inthaoeti, in themo gotes hus .!!.!. betoti 
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'meanwhile she kept herself in (back, away?), nor prayed in 
the church.' Where is the focus in the 1nthaben: at the 
place where (unexpressed) or the place from which? 
II. Approach. 
andhafjan: •to heave ••• at some one.' This figure is 
natural for answering; compare our keep~~ (so. ot 
conversation) rolling. The thing heaved was an andawaurdi 
or an andahafts. But since in the situation of answering, 
a return is made, this word, if not modeled on similar ex-
pressions which had already gone permutation, is capable of 
developing by_permutation the meaning Return, a specializa-
tion of Approach. 
e.ndhausjan, andsaiNan, andj>ag(g)kjan: A group of di-
rected mental or sensory activity. Hausjan and andhausjan 
are contrasted in Ma7k 6.20 jah hausjands imma manag gata-
wida jah gabaurjaba ~ andhausida 'and hearing him did 
much and gladly hearkened to him. 1 Directed hearing demands 
attentive hearing; attentive hearing promises obedience. 
So hearken in English. Luke 17.6 obedience is clear. 
In John 9.31 we have the attentive hearing of a deity: we 
speak of hearing prayer and imply therein the answer. 
andbeitan: 'bite at.' Used figuratively for bitter 
reproach, it lost figure by evanition; then used hyper-
bolically, it was quotidiated to denote general reproach, 
suoh as might be said of ehrist. (Surely Viulf'ila did not 
conceive of Christ as having a cross temper.) 2 Cor. 4.8 
andbitanai, akei ni afslaupidai •embarrassed(?), but not 
put to despair.' A.ndbeitan may have become 'annoy, harrass' 
by the following process: It was said of dogs, who bit at 
the passers in Gothic communities. The mental focus became 
shifted from the action of the dog's mouth to the entire 
effect which the dog had on the person snapped at. The word 
then meant •annoy', and could be used of anything annoying. 
or does the passage imply 'oppressed, as by obloquy and re-
crimination'? 
intheizen (page 109): 'promise' (?). I assume that 
heizen had the meaning ~romise' alone; the int infers the 
direction of a promise to some one. (Steinmeyer, page 157.) 
entwerfen: 'depict,' original meaning 'throw on 
Nib. n6t 286.2 ~ ~ entworfen wee re .!!!. fil perm.int. 
aoousative with~ confirms the belief that direction 
here involved, though the primary meaning of the ~erb 






andletnan: 'be let off.' Ph. 1.23 the word is a eu-
phemism for 'die'. I range it alone among Gothic compounds 
under Ablation, since the end-point of death (heaven?) was 
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probably not in the tocus. If we consider, however, that 
the word is a euphemism and borrowed from other situations, 
this point may lose importance: the original meaning could 
have been 'be let towards,' shift of focus would .have pro-
duced 'depart,' which oould then, of course, be used for 
'die.' 
inbizan: 'bite away.' This verb looks like a compound 
ot the preposition in, but Behaghel's citation of Old Saxon 
andbitan makes us look to ent. (See above, page 84.) The 
main question is then whether Approach or Ablation. Approach 
seems out of the question, for the biting takes place after 
the morsel is in the mouth: it oan approach no nearer. On 
the other hand, one bites the morsel away from the viand in 
question; one even removes a meal from the table with bites. 
If this is so, the word has undergone considerable adequation 
by the time of the Basle receipts, meaning simply 'partake 
of,' whether solids or liquids: ni des uuazares nen¥ize and 
ni oullantres niinpiize ni ~ eies. Here, as in O frid, 
the partitive genitive is used: bite f.E2!! the bread, eat 
some of the bread, manger du pail. Ezzan takes the acc.; 
when the thing named In the-comp ement is all eaten, ezzan; 
when but part, inbizan. In the Rule of the Benedictiues, 
imbiz or inbiz is 'refectio', inbizzen 'reficere.' 'l'his is 
specialization due to adequation; our monks spoke of going 




A general review of the results of the present investi-
gation is here in order. 
The type of meaning-change most frequently observed in 
the semasiologioal history of ent is permutation. This type 
of change is discussed on pages 54 and 55. Its effects are 
the redistribution of semantic oontribution among the ele-
ments of a "complex" (expression apprehended as consisting 
of more than one semantic contributor). When ent was com-
pounded with a verb or set of verbs having a general, easily 
abstracted element of meaning (as approach, ablation, hosti-
lity), that element was often apprehended as being expressed 
by ent. 
The semasiological history of affixes present some pe-
culiarities not observable in the semasiological history of 
independent words. First, although changes of meaning must 
first occur through regular processes in particular verbs, 
no new and distinct meaning is assigned to the affix until 
that meaning has been used in the analogical formation of 
new verbs. Sometimes it may be doubtful whether any of the 
exalllPles are analogioal, in which case it is also doubtful 
whether a new meaning (one which the affix can "usen) is 
1nvol ved. 
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Again, it is apparent that an expression which depends 
for its change of meaning upon changes in whole groups of 
words is less liable to intentional changes than expressions 
not so dependent. Certainly such changes would be slower to 
manifest themselves in the meaning of an affix. 
It has seemed to me that an interesting and perhaps ef-
fective way to present a summary of the semasiological his-
tory of our prefix would be to assume, for a moment, the 
hypothesis that the present research had been instituted in 
order to prepare an article on .!!!.! for a "semasiological 
dictionary.It The summary would be the article itself, of 
necessity condensed, yet easy to follow, using all the de-
vices of typography, abbreviation, and symbolism at the dis-
posal of the lexicographer. 
The hypothetical dictionary will differ little from 
the ordinary dictionary of the type of Webster's~ Inter-
national Dictionary, except that the genetic relation be-
tween the various meanings will be specifically indicated, 
and that meanings are stressed even in the etymology. 
The order of data will be as follows: (1) head-word; 
(2) pronunciation; (8) grammatical description; (4) etymo-
logy; (5) historical morphology; (6) semasiology: (a) pro-
cess involved in the origin; {b) words equivalent to the 
meaning (or definition); (c) citations. 
some of my unusual ideas of lexicography call for 
explanations. Words are cited in the orthography of the 
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manuscripts. For consistency's sake, no transliteration has 
been employed. (The traditional usage which permits the re-
tention ot the Greek, but of no other extra-Roman, alphabet 
is clearly inconsistent, hence vicious.) However, the pro-
nunoiation, as well as it can be reconstructed, is transcribed. 
The system of transoription employed is ecleotic, but need 
not be described here, beyond explaining that upright marks 
(! and,) denote stress (respectively, principal and secon-
dary), as the system proposed by the oonference at Copen-
hagen provided. Such a symbol crossed or canceled by another 
mark denotes (relative) lack of stress. 
The phrasing of the .definitions requires some explana-
tion. The ideal was to give in each case an English expres-
sion actually interchangeable with the element ent or 
32 
ent ••• en. Thus, infindan is defined as 'find ••• in his presence' 
2 
Ent ••• en signifies the derivation of a verb through 
ent from a non-verb, in which case, of course, the infini-
tIVal ending is necessary to mark the metamorphosis. 
!z lh6nag J s!nero sGezi 1eht infinde would mean 'finds 
~ught of its sweetness in its (namely, the sweetness's) 
presence.' The definition 'find in the presence of ••• ' 
would have been improper, since the regimen of infindan is 
from findan, not from in(t). There would be a question, 
"Find what?" 
I have selected citati<JlSfor earliness and significance; 
in an actual dictionary they would be much augmented. 
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ent rent~ ..rant1 inseparable verbal preti:x [Ideu.r. 
*anta, *Anti 'before, in the presence of' (? ~· oases 5!.! ! 
noun 'countenance, face' or ?~*an +ta, *an-t-ti, as Gr. - - --
npoT( lprot:!] ~ 1<ch·a Lk4ta]: Brugmann). *Anta formally 
underlies ~ ~· prep. ~N~~ [' andaj, ~ ~ meaning has 
developed 'along, (to a position) over, on(to)' (?by inter-
ference~.! similar~ etym. distinct prep.). *'nda or 
*andi in ~· had the original meaning, ~ .!_! evidenced by 
~ compounds. (No ~ of *~ndi unless in and; but !.!!. 
next £!! stress.) _Q!!. ~ !.!!!. 2£_ the dynamic accent (stress), 
the stress-pattern 2£_ the verbal compounds became *,anda'...., 
(?*,andi'~). Under these conditions the unstressed vowel a 
(?i) fell~·) In the High Germ. regions the vbl. comps., 
now inseparable, took the form int, assim. by stops to in. ,.,..,...., •"'-
There are many variations (see Grimm D.Q. (Sch.) 2.7971'). 
M.H.G. stress-obscuration brought about ~' !.£.· f assim. 
the pref.,~ or!!!!. yielding~'~ (see Armitage 
.!!!ll· §197) [( ent~r ~) en~f ~ e~ -~ ~]. In mod. times 
en and most oases of enp have been replaced by ent analo-,.__, ~ ..,,.._., 
gically. For phonetic interference giving rise to ~' see, 
besides 10 and 11 below, entbehren, entgegen, entgegnen, 
entzwei. 
1. [comp. with verbs] in the presence or face (of the ,..,., 
person or thing concerned), before him (her, it, them, etc.). 
9. oTFRID ~ 'dread ••• in his (its) presence, fear'· 
intstantan 'stand before' (transitive)~ (perfeotivizati~n] 
~'understand.' 10. NOTKER  'find ••• in its 
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presence, perceive (as feel, taste)', modern empf'inden 'feel'. - ~
.!· (permutation or 1 in comp. with verbs or motion or 
effect in which the end-point is in the focus; e.g., intgel-
.B!!!. 'pay ror in the presence ~pay over for in the presence 
~pay over for'; intfahan •take in one's presence ~take to 
one's presence (~self)~ take over'1 towards, in the direc-
tion or, at the person or thing concerned; over. 
8. WEISZENBURG CATECHISM ~~ 'take to oneself'' , ~· 
~•receive, take,-.- g~-T.A.TI.AN ~'lean to-
wards something~ droop'. 
~ (perm. of 2 in comp. with verbs denoting a recipro-
cation or return] back. 
9. OTFRID ~•pay baok for',~· -~ •atone, 
sur:rer tor' • 
3. [perm. of 1 in comp. with verbs of motion in which 
the starting-point is in the focus; e.g., intfliohan 'flee 
••• before him {in his presence)~ flee ••• away before him 
~rlee away (from him)'; intziohan 'draw in some one's pre-
sence ~draw away in some one's presence ~ draw away'~ 
away. 
e. MERSEBURG CHARM l:~v~rall 'get (fare) away', mod. 1.ntfa]lr§.!! 
'escape'. 9. OTFRID 1:!!_.tf]._i~~ 'flee away' , mO<r. ~
•flee, esoape'; ~'chop (cleave) away'Tshowing pos-
sibility of development~ Tehm • .!£ex ression of rupture: 
•ort•); 1iituuirken 'effect t e remo away ;-intredinon 
•talk (t~ (~out)'. ·...-. ~ 
4. [perm. of 3 in comp. with verbs of undoing; e.g., 
intspenan •wean away~ wean'. Since such verbs (as luhhan 
•(un)look') were often ambig., denoting either doing up or 
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undoing, the proportion "~ I no affix, or be, !£, eto. : 
undoing / doing up" became regular in this meaning; e.g. 
intluhhan •work away with a look ~unlock, open'] un-, dis-, in 
re verse, not ••• but rather do the reverse. 
9. RULE OF THE BENEDICTINES intluhhan 'unlock, open'; OTFRID 
~'uncover', mod. ~!~vanition of metaphor] 
'discover'. 11. DE DEFINI-~fiomf !J.u~~ \;nt'wind~n] •unwind'. 
~· [4 in comp. with verbs of deprivation; e.g., ent-
kretten 'deprive of strength, unstreng~hen'] un-, dis-, in 
reverse, not ••• but rather deprive of it {them). 
9. OTFRID ~'dishonor',~·~;~~ •un-
nail'. 
6. ent ••• en (comp. with nouns, syntactical perm. of 5, .,... - ~ 
the proportion becoming "!.!!!+noun b~e + ~ / noun = 'de-
prive of a thing' I 'thing•tt; e.g. interen 'dishonor (/ ~) 
~deprive of honor(/~)'] deprive of, de-, un-. 
14. JEROSCHIN ~ 'deracinate'. 18. HAGEDORN~­
ven 'unmask'. - !.! ( evani tion and quotidiation from instances of 6 used 
in a metonymy (in partic., a synecdoche); e.g. entmannen 'de-
prive of (the) man (i.e., oharaoteristics essential to manli-
ness)~ deprive of the characteristics essential to (being) 
a man'. Perh. contributed to by 9; comp. ratio".!.!:..!.:!.! 
deutsch / !.!:. ill fil. Deutscher'' and entdeutschen (7 or 9?)] 
deprive of the characteristics essential to (being), deprive 
of •.• ishness, render no ••• , de ••• icize. 
14. JEROSCHIN ~ 'emasculate'. 16. LUTHER~ 
'render no monk, unmonk', ~· ~·
li• ~ [4 in comp. with verbs of disqualification (de-
facti tion on an adjectival base); e.g. entreinen 'render 
unolean, soil, sully' (reinen 'clean•)] un-, dis-, in re-
verse, not ••• but rather render not so. 
13. MAI UND BEAFLOR entreinen •soil, sully'. 
~
,2.~ ~···~ [comp. with adjectives, syn. perm. of 8, 
the prop. being "ent +adjective base;-!!! I adjective : 
'render not so• / •so'"; e.g. entreinen •soil, sully 
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(/ reinen)~ render not clean(/ rein)'; perh. contributed 
to by 7 q.v.] render not ••• , de ••• ize, de ••• ity, un ••• , 
un ••• en, eto. 
18 • . GLXIM entbl~den •render not timid, embolden•. 
~
~~[orig. !,e. 'in' comp. with verbs of eruption or 
excitation to eruption, by phon. assoc. int. or ent 3, first 
with the in trans.; e.g. inbrinnan 'catch fire' + 'away• -7 
'burst (out) into tlame'-7 intbrinnan; later by formal ana-
logy inbrennen •cause to catch tire, set afire'~ intbrenne~J 
eruptively, out; [by focus-shift or quotidiation of a hyper-
bole; e.g. en tkeimen 'burst in to buds 7 bud suddenly'] sud-
denly. 
11. NOTKER OF VIENNA ~ 'shine out; illuminate', ~· 
entleuohten. 
~
~ (by formal analogy, the whole semi-inchoative in-
family being associated to the !!!!-family through 10; aided 
by permutation from verbs with meaning 10 which were inohoa-
tive; e.g. inbrinnan 'catch fire' I inslafan •go to sleep• : 
intbrinnan / intslaf'an] begin to; [so for verbs which were 
causative; e.g. inbrennen I inswebben : intbrennen / int--
swebben, causation shifting at one stage of the history by 
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perm. from verb to prer.] cause to. 
9. TATIAN ~'fall asleep', ~· ~; OTFRID 
~'put to sleep'. 
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